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Friends of President Taft, with
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countries."
his advance guard which is expected!
tion of North Carolina swamp
declared Louisiana received no warning of the county, which apparently w ent for
on his visit to Cincinnati,
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the festival.
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The Roosevelt leaders said they were
Cincinnati, Ohio, May 7. Among the undated country west of Morganza.
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38 TO 3 them by the President with much inadopted without dissent.
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Section
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On motion of Hinkle,
and that they bad been as close as
Mr. Hanna said he had received no
terest. The club representatives told
t was
four miles.
amended, so as to reduce the rate
evidence Aat warranted asking for a
him that in Ohio the movement had
Finance Committee Will Meet practically the same sort of support
of interest on deferred payments for
A L GONDiDATE recount and let it be understood he
Murder, Torture, Robbery.
made no claims for Taft outside of the
Ladrones had flocked in large numpublic land purchases, from 5 to 4
that it had in California and in other
Tonight at Archaeological
per cent. The purchaser is given 30 Establishment of New Epis- bers, he said, to the standard! of the
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copacies Will
ed the opinion, however, that the Prespayments.
his views on the question at the time,
bery were crimes of daily occurrence.
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More Officers
state convention. It is impossible tu
to change the word "price," to
the villages to Acapuco for safety, he of both houses will meet at the Arch- vantage which might accrue through
in the Palace of the
Needed
make any clean cut division of the
"value" in speaking of the appraisesaid', but even then there was much aeological Museum
seeking favor with the women who
Governors.
state delegation because the primary
but
he
form
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drunken
outbreaks
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the
ment of improvements
disorder
tnade by CHURCH COURT OF APPEALS
suffrage
House.
tickets carried the delegates names
Conditions
assured his callers that if they wrote
of rebel sympathizers.
lessees on state lands, was adopted
UP without designation to show their sym
were much the same, he said, in San
Speaker Baca presided when the him after the Republican convention POLITICAL FI6HT WARMS
unanimously.
pathies for one candidate or the other
Barth offered an amendment to Sec- - Afternoon Session Taken Up by Bias. The Peru did not touch at Maz-atl- an House convened this afternoon. The he would give them his views on the
and many of them are uncommitted.
because of rumors of serious dis- journal of Wednesday. Thursday and question.
tion 4, reducing the number of ' and
Home
Women
s
Work of
In Republican and Democratic
Roosevelt Supporters Confident,
Friday of last week was read and apturbances.
pay of employes in the office of the
Co'onel Roosevelt's supporters point
BREW- Railroad Tracks.
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Tear
SocietyUp
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Contest
Parties
HUNDREp
land - commissioner,
that
Waged
declaring
out that sixty-siR. W. Harrison, of San Francisco,
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$13,800 per annum is too high an exFiercly.
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convention will insure him six
be
children
which
employed
his
from
may
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father's
who
plantaNew
Wire
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Mexican)
The Barth (By Special Leased
pense for that" office.
teen votes at Chicago and declare that
tion in Chiapas, where he said the: na- the stage upon being given license by Eight Hour Day, Ten Per Cent Wage
amendment reduces the annual ex
Minneapolis, Minn., May 7. Wheth
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) the instructions that these delegates
tives of the region, who had not risen the municipiliaty in which they are
and Weekly Pay
Increase
formed
be
another
er
there
shall
body
$6,900.
pense by
Madero revolution, were be- to appear, proof being offered to the
Washington, D. C, May 7. Oscar shall continue to vote for him until
Day Asked.
Holt declared the office of the com- of the Methodist Episcopal Church to during the
W. Underwood of Alabama, majority they conscientiously believe he cannot
In attempting to licensing authority, that the performrestless.
coming
missioner of public lands by far the be known as the court of appeals. 1s reach the west coast, Harrison said ance is moral.
Sppclal Teased vryre to New Mexican) leader of the House today declared be nominated, are as binding as the
most responsible under the the state to be decided late today practically he had found that fifty miles of the Burg gave credit for high, moral (By
was instructions imposed upon national delKansas City, Mo., May 7. Fourteen that his presidential candidacy
government not excepting even the the entire early session of the general
railway tracks had been purpose in offering the amendment, hundred brewery workers constituting not in the interest of Governor Har- - egates from any other state.
chief executive. The Senate commit- conference In session hero, was given torn up and he had been compelled to but feared it would, vitiate the entire the union employes of all the brew-moor any candidate other than Mm- Only one other county, Garret, retee had after careful investigation over to a discussion of the report of cross the border Into Guatemala before clause and would throw the doors wide eries and
in the self. This was in reply to a state- mained in doubt on the Democratio
brewery
agencies
on judicial proce- he could reach the coast.
found that the number of employes the commission
open to all sorts of abuses. Some city, went on strike 'today following ment of William J. Bryan, in a speech count this afternoon and there the
provided for in the hill is necessary dure which was appointed four years
times town councils are composed of the failure of the brewery companies at Chlllieothe, Ohio, last night, that he result cannot change the final result.
Train Robbery Common Crime.
and that the salaries provided for are ago. The question of the establishW. C. Harris, a Seattle mining man, men of high moral purpose, but fre tc grant demands for a ten per cent had heard that the Underwood dele- It this county goes for Clark, as is
reasonable. Ilfeld also defended and ment of such an organization has confirmed1 stories of disorder in the re quently they consist of men not taking increase in wages, weekly pay day and gates chosen in Georgia and Florida now indicated, he will have eighty-on- e
for
been before the eeneral conference of gion of tne leaerai capital ana saia the highest view of their duties. Stage lght hour day. During the morning, were in reality Harmon men.
delegates compared with forty-fou- r
explained the section in question.
objected to the appropriation the church practically for a century, j that the train preceding the one which illusions, h'e declared, would serve the there was1 no violence at any of the "It is impossible for a man in pub- Governor Wilson and four for Governof '"lump" sums, such as the section
he traveled from Mexico City to Vera iurpose in plays demanding children breweries. Officials of the Kansas City lic life," said Mr. Underwood, "to or Harmon. Clark's majority in the
Church Court of Appeals.
He denounced breweries company, announced that keep up with all of the misrepresenta state convention on this basis would
The commission in its report to the Cruz was held up by bandits who rid- in their performance.
provided when it set aside $2,500 for
Later
estimates
"a conference read today recommended dled the coaches with bullets and rob- the theatrical trust and declared that beer valued at $500,000 is in storage tions made about him, but I wish to be thirty-threWalton, though
emergencies..
if you give it an inch it takes a mile. and that deliveries will be made as say that there is no warrant in fact slightly reduced Roosevelt's plurality-majoritDemocrat and in favor of economy," the establishment of such a body, bed1 the passengers.
on the state-wid- e
for the statement made by Mr. Bry
Rumored Battle.
preference
Llewellyn In a powerful address, usual.
declared the budget a most reasona with power to hear and determine all
The chief contention is between the an. I am making the race for the to 3,000, and Clark's plurality to 11,- Marfa, Texas, May 7. Telephone took the same view. "Let us start off
ble and economical one, being only appeals. As planned the court 1b to
the new state on the highest plane," companies and the bottlers and driv- presidential nomination with the hon 500.
$500 in excess of what was allowed consist of three bishops, sis ministers messages from Presidio, Texas,
Roosevelt Carries Howard County.
an engagement at or near Ojina-g- he declared.
ers. Engineers, firemen, electricians, est endeavor to secure It for myself
under the territoral form, of govern- and six laymen, choren by the generBaltimore, Md.. May 7. Complete
"red
declaimed against the brewers and maltsters In the employ and my candidacy Is not and never has
Chrisman
Mexico, between
ment. Mabry also spoke against the al conference.
The general confer- No
direct
had
no
of
Federals.
the
Mexican
grievand
companies
.i
I,
flaggers"
(Continued on Page S.)
(Continued on Page Five.)
ance. They struck In sympathy.
(Continued on Page 4.)
details are available.
(Continued on Page Four.)
(Continued on Page Five.)

The citizens of Tularosa petitioned
for the passage of Senate Rill No. 62,
to provide for traveling libraries for
the public schools. Petitions were also
Albuquerque
presented from
against the passage of House Bill No.
8 to regulate the liquor traffic; from
the Mesilla valley for an appropria- tion for a public road between Rincon
and Garfield; also a petition for a
amendment to the school laws to re- a
u
.v
can districts be required to have a
knowledge of both Spanish and English; from Grant county, in favor of
changing the name of Whiskey Creek
to Rio de Arena.
Bills Introduced.
The following bills were introduced: Senate Bill No. 125, by Evans,
to limit the hours of employment of
females. To state affairs.
Senate Bill No. 126, by Walton, to
amend Section 4, Chapter 37, Laws of
1907. To Judiciary. It has reference
io community
property of married

eni.k

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Dallas, Texas, May 7. Evidence of!
a number of splits in Republican
l
t conventions of Texas amieared
the first returns received today. The
first six counties heard from reported
three split conventions. Of the other
three conventions, two instructed for
c - n
T
ii iue an.sta
auu
101 nuuseveu.
convention going for Roosevelt was El
lJfB0
: whCT the instructions
t0 nlm as one who will give
protection to Americans in foreign
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The Little Store

M.

ENDS INDIGESTION
He declared
j inflicted his two wounds.
IN A FEW MOMENTS, that he returned the fire, but did not
know the result. According to Colonel
Gas, Heartburn, Headache, Sourness bteever, Baker had been drinking, for
which reason foe received the story
and all Stomach Misery Ended
wilh reserve. The colonel tonight was
With Pape's Diapepsin.
jnot certain whether Baker had told
Nothing will remain undigested or the' truth, had been accidentally shot,
sour on your stomach if you will take or had shot himself. There were no
This witnesses to the affair save Baker.
a little Diapepsin occasionally.
and antacid,
powerful
digestive
Accused of Larceny,
though as harmless and pleasant as
Chief ot Police Ben Coles made the
candy, will digest and prepare for as- similation into the blood all the food arrest of Charles Henderson at Las
Vegas on the charge of stealing a pair
you can eat.
Eat what your stomach craves, of leggings from the shoe store of C.
Henderson was arwithout the slightest fear of Indiges- V. Hfdgcock.
tion or that you will be bothered with raigned and sentenced to 90 days in
sour risings, Belching, Gas on Stom- the county jail.
Headaches from
ach, Heartburn,
Colonel "Buffalo"
Jones has restomach, Nausea, Bad Breath, Water
Brash or a feeling like you had swal- ceived a buck and two does from the
lowed a lump of lead, or other dis- famous Persian breed of sheep, valThe aniagreeable miseries. Should you be ued at more than $10,000.
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
suffering now from any stomach dis- mals have been placed on the ranch
order you can get relief within five at Onava, San Miguel county.
WITH
ALL CASH
PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER
TICKETS
minutes.
Suit for Divorce.
If you will get from your pharma
cist a
Amy E. Stoffel has filed a suit in
case of Pape's Diapep
sin you can always go to the table the district court at Albuquerque ask- with a hearty appetite, and your ing a divorce from her husband, Emil
meals will taste good because you E. Stoffel. Abandonment and failure
allega- would know there would be no Indi- - to support are the principal
The couple were married in
eestion nr RleenlesB nitrhrs nr Heart - tions.
ache or Stomach misery all the next Trinidad in 1903.
day; and, besides, you would not need
Bitten by a Rattle Snake,
laxative or liver pills to keep your
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
One of J. M. Quarles' boys was
stomach and bowels clean and fresh.
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers,
Diapepsin can be obtained ten by a Tattlesnake last week and
jjarden 4 field seeds in bulk and packages
from your druggist and contains more as everybody
is
very
temperate
than sufficient to thoroughly cure the around hece there was some difficulty
The only exclusive
house in
Fe
worst case of Indigestion or Dyspep- - In finding the old time remedy, but
sia. There is nothing better for Gas finally a bottle of "Hill and Hill" was
on the Stomach or sour odors from located. Logan Leader.
the stomach or to cure a Stomach
Phone Black
Phone Black Headache.
Named for the Governor.
You can't keep a handier or more
A new boy arrived at the home of
useful article in the house.
Commissioner and Mrs. Fergusson, on
the Mesa, the 25th ult. The ratio in
THE HAPPY OYSTER.
this family is somewhat out of joint
since the arrival of the youngster,
(From Judge.)
The oyster out there in the bay
there now being four boys and three
Lives his good life in a simple way.
girls. The boy was christened William
No cause to swear, no need to pray;
Carrizozo
McDonald
Fergusson.
News.
iso grocers bills he has to pay,
Yet gets his rations every day.
Divorce Granted.
'From worries gross his soul is free;
In the district court at Roswell a
divorce was granted Mrs. Lena Grace
His lite a bLissful dream must be,
Down there beneath the summer sea. Sheridan' from her husband, Dr. Will
The defendant
iam M. Sheridan.
Oh, it is very plain to me,
Things come his way quite easily.
strongly contested the suit, which was
filed last December, the alleged ground
'Tis beautiful and sounds quite good, being cruelty. Mrs. Sheridan is given
333 HICKOX STREET,
Near Union Depot.
But who'd be an oyster if he could? custody of the two children and granted alimony of $75 per month.
Ethel Augusta Cook.
RED
100.
PHONE,
i

Quality and Large Variety of the
Always the Leader

GROCERY

WHOLESALE

AND

C

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

's

Santa

grain

LEO HERSCH

45

i

J. CRICHTON

R.

I

45

GOAL

I

Dawson,

Yankee,
Oakdale.
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FACE DISFIGURED
I

Again Reminds You of the Superior

"Soltaire" floods.

MAY

TUESDAY,

For forty years you've known

the name

ECZEMA

Coldwell Law

Mower
by reputation you've always associated it with "best in the lawn

Covered with Eruption to Back of
Ears So They Hardly Knew What
He Looked Like, Used Cuticura
In 4
Soap and Ointment.
Weeks Face Fineand Clean.

IS

5i

mower field."

Coldwell Lawn Mowers are built to last. Half
their lite isn't spent in a repair shop.
They're
always ready for use.

"Our little bny Gilbert was troubled
with eczema when but a few weeks old.
ills little lace was
covered withsoreseven
to back of his ears.
The poor little fellow
fuffered very much.
The sores began as
pimples, his little face
was
disfigured very
much. We hardly knew
what he looked like.
The face looked like
raw meat.
We tied
little baps of cloth over
his hands to prevent
him from scratching.
Ho was very restless
at night, his little face
itched.
"We consulted two
doctors at Chicago, where we resided at that
time. Alter trying all the medicine of the
two doctors without any result, we read of the
Cuticura Remedies, and at once bought the
Cuticura Soap and Ointment. Following the
directions carefully and promptly we saw
the result, and after four weeks, the dear
child's face was as fine and clean as any little
baby s face. Every one who saw Gilbert after
using the Cuticura Remedies was surprised.
He has a head of hair which is a pride for any
boy of his age, three years. We can only
recommend the Cuticura Remedies to everybody." (Signed) Mrs. H. Albiecht, Box 883,
West Point, N"b., Oct. 26, 1910.
Although Cuticura Soap and Ointment are
sold throughout the world, a liberal sample
of each with 32-book on the skin will be
sent free, on application to Potter Drug
Chem. Corp., Dept. 14B, Boston.

The Coldwell guarantee is back of every
chine. A guarantee to give satisiactiom
Coldwells are modern. Highly
tempered chrome steel (not the
ordinary building steel) is used in
a Coldwell.
The bearings are all instantly
adjustable the sliding ratchets are
indestructible and the machines
have the Coldwell terrace cutting
attachment that makes a machine
cut as smoothly on a steep terrace
as on the level.
Come in and let us show you
a Coldwell.

ma-

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

ure by the legislature, and incidentally
to discuss among other things the
principle of the recall of the judiciary
the New Mexico Bar Association will
hold an important meeting in Santa
Fe on Tuesday, May 14. President
J M. Hervey will call the meeting to
order at 2:30 p. m., with Miss Nellie
Brewer of Albuquerque at the secre

tary's

desk.

San Juan County's Assess
ment.
What may result in a great increase
in the taxable valuation of San Juan
county is expected from the move
made by Asessor A. G. McCoy. Mr.
McCoy in his work encountered the
49,000 acres of coal land assessed to
the Santa
Railroad ComDedicated By Archbishop Pitaval.
'
" "
With appropriate ceremonies at pany. This land has heretofore been
which His Grace Rt. Rev. Archbishop assessed at a few cents an acre, yieldAROUND THE STATE
John B. Pitaval presided, the hand- ing little revenue to the county or
some new addition to Saint Anthony's state. Under the orders of state equal
sanitarium at Las Vegas was dedicat- ization board such lands should be asNewspaper Change.
dedica- sessed at $12.50 per acre, which would
Byron L. Connell has sold out his ed on Sunday. Following the
add $612,500 to the valuation of the
interest in the Cimarron News to Al- tory services the clergy stationed
County.
veranda
the
front
themselves
upon
bert E. Schroeder, who becomes editor.
i
' "
-- it
JU
.
l"4 Jii)
where Archbishop Pitaval introduced
TO
ri
of
Accused
Horse
Denver.
S.
of
Rev.
Father
J.,
Krantz,
Stealing.
Fire at Las Vegas.
Daniel Gillan, former hired man for
delivered the oration
A fire, the cause of which
is un- Father Krantz
Ranchman Walter Peck at his place
of
the
day.
known, completely destroyed the sheds
several miles south of Albuquerque, is
in the rear of the S. Jacoby store at
d ,nconven,nc
now comfortably ensconced in the
MOUfiV
y Purchaser Weils
Las Vegas.
May Have to Go to Pen.
Whether or not. Clamilo Chacon shall Bernalillo county jail awaiting the ac- Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Traveler'
be sent to the penitentiary to serve tion ot the grand jury on a charge of
Checks and Foreign Money Orders
Small Pox at White Oaks.
a suspended sentence will be decided Sr&nd larceny sworn to by Peck. Gil- Some time lan naQ a neanng wmie the horse be- Ju?ge David J'
recently from Globe, Arizona, and by
and all Foreign
of
a minor longing to peck, which the latter ire- was
convicted
nm
rhacon
went to her home at White Oaks, has
U. S., Canada, Mexico
Tkroufkant
Countries
offense at Las Vegas and was given a j covered after a remarkable chase from
r : WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
a. very severe case of
smallpox.
the Texas line, contentedly
term of one year In the state prison.
munched
out
of Peck's wagon just
hay
Upon promise of good behavior the
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
Misery Loves Company.
outside the police station. The horse,
; sentence was
suspend.
William
of
Buchanan,
which is a big and valuable gray, was
Tucumcari, New Mexico, was a Santa
greatly emaciated as the result of
Down By Auto.
Run
Rosa visitor Thursday.
He had under
700 miles of hard travel with
nearly
a
on
a
with
companion
Riding
D.
his protecting financial care a comnourishment and was the
infrequent
of
the
east
mesa
on
the
motorcycle
Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
pany of strolling, third-ratfinancially
of New Mexico, John recipient of much sympathy from the
University
embarrassed Thespians. Santa Rosa
little
crowd
which
around
KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, FHONE 26.
gathered
AlbuHughes, a young architect of
Sun.
Peck and his outfit as he arrived after
querque, was knocked down and seri- one of the
most remarkable pursuits
The motorcycle was
ously injured.
Almost Beats Santa Fe.
ever known in New Mexico.
was
car
motor
and
east
the
Mrs, M. M. Montaner, secretory of travelingwest. The drivers of both
school board at Taos, report the coming
the
Successor to
,machlnes became confused and a colcollection of $34S poll tax, for the lislon
Experts Endorse It
resulted. Hughes was thrown
MORGAN LIVERY CO.,
past three months. This is foe larg- under the wreckage and badly hurt.
"Marlon Harland," Mrs. Janet M. Hill, and
Mrs. Sarah Tyson Korer are among the cooking
est amount ever before colle;t in
authorities whose names are familiar to almost
th same lerg,.ii of time in the 'disevery housewife. Each has her own distincWinter Kilted.
tive methods of work, but It Is in teresting to
trict.
J. D. Thomas, who owns several note
that on the
auestlon of s
acres
Aztec
of
at
land
above
the
LIFE, ACCIDENT, HEALTH, FIRE INSURANCE,
depot
fat, they are unanimous In recomcooking
First-Class
Also
Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons
Assault With Words.
Cottolene.
mending
his
that
reports
blackberry, raspberry
AND FIDELITY BONDS.
Writes all the Modern
Pablo Vigil was arraigned at Las vines and some of his young apple
"Marion Harland" enronf rwtsJnA. rt .
Policies at Lowest Rates.
310 San Fracisco St.
Phone Main 139
vegas on tne charge of assault with: trees were winter killed. Similar given complete mtixfaetUm." Mrs. Hill sayss
words and threatening with a deadly complaint is heard on all sides in San
reeommtntiU." Mrs.
teniamixjamrrv.waaio
SANTA FE, N. M..
Ronr says: "A. much mors nmUhj'tti product
weapon. Vigil waived examination and Juan county this spring. Even young than lard."
was bound over to the grand jury. The grape vines were winter killed. It has
With such authority behind It. every housr
For Sale, Improved and Unimproved Chy Property and Orcomplaint was filed by Bernabe Ortiz been several years since berries, etc., keeper will be
safe in (riving Cottolene a tna
and
his
Is purer and more wholesome than lard?
Beatrice
It
Ortiz.
wife,
chards. Ranches With and Without Improvements.
have thus been hurt, the long drouth
AUTOMOBILE,
CARRIAGE,
it Is more economiral. twv nn.thi- last winter being mostly to blame, say roduired.
For Full Information Call;
Or. Phone No. Red 76
Bully for Las Vegas.
fruit men.
AND
The people of East Las Vegas reWOOD
sponded in fine style to the suggesNEW STATE BAGGAGE AND
Hope of Nation in Catholics.
tion of the city council that May 6
Manufacturer of
That
it rests with the Catholic laity
be clean-uday. Four wagons were of the nation to
EXPRESS LINE.
HACK
protect the American
kept busy during the entire day haul
republic from the curse of anarchy
OPEN DAY AND NIQHT
ing away trash piled up by people in and the
Prom
50166
vagaries of socialism, which
cleaning their yards. Las Vegas Op- are
Salle
La
passing their blighting shadow Leave Orders at Oxford Club
BARRANCA
TAOS
Screen Windows, :: Screen Doors. tic.
Saloon.
over the country, was the declaration
Meets Both North South
CHAS. OANN, Prop.
of District Attorney M. W. Purcell of
SHOW CASES.
Fingers Caught in Machine.
Colorado Springs in an address
at
Bounds Trains.
Telephone II.
While adjusting a jointer in one of
Pueblo, Colorado, upon the occasibn of
GUAR ANTEED
the
factories
American
Lumber
at
the
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
Two
and Brass
SANTA FE, N. M
Doorg Below F. Andrews Store,
laying the cornerstone of the new SacTelephone 157 W.
Company at Albuquerque, Tony
the north bound train and arrives at
red Heart church.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
PAUL P. LACASSAONE,
New Mexican want ads. always
millwright for the plant, had
Taoa at 7 p. m.
Rooms (or Rent 25c and 50c.
305 San Francisco Street.
the misfortune to have three of the
bring results.
Bar Association Meeting.
Short Orders at ill Hours.
Ten miles shorter than any other
fingers on his left hand severed near
To size up the situation as regards
way. Good covered- hacks and good
BY THE W EEK 5S.0
BOARD
the middle joints.
the prospects for the passage of imteams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
French Noodle Order T0c a dlsn,
portant laws regulating legal proced- furnished commere 1 men to take In
Mew York Chop Suey 50c
Presbytery Meeting.
the surrounding
Wire KAhwdo
EXCURSION
At the Presbytery meeting at Chacon, Mora county, Rev. Samuel Magill
Deafness Cannot be Cured
TO POINTS IN
of Raton and Elder Jacobo Mondragon by local applications, as they cannot
of Ranchos de Taos were elected as reach the diseased portion of the ear.
commissioners to the general assem- There is only one way to cure deafbly at Louisville, Kentucky. The next ness, and that is by constitutional restated meeting of Presbytery will be medies. Deafness is caused by an inat Santa Fe.
flamed condition of the mucous linLOS ANGELES,
SAN FRANCISCO,
SAN FRANCISCO one way via
FOR THIS WEEK ONLY
Episcopal Church
ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
Auto Accident Stops Journey.
SAN DIEGO,
work.
PORTLAND or SEATTLE,
OAKLAND,
this tube is inflamed you have a rumbWhile attempting to crank a motor
sound or imperfect hearing, and
on a high power automobile at Albu- ling
when it is entirely closed, Deafness
querque, Mrs. Barnett, wife of Joseph is the
result, and unless the inflama-tlo- n
Dates of sale, April 27, 28, 29, 30, and May 1,2 and 3. Re
Bainett, sustained a fractured right
can be taken out and this tube
MAY lst-31- st
turn limit, June 27, 1912.
Mr.
exand Mrs. Barnett had
wrist
Made
to its normal condition, hearrestored
pected to leave on a trip to Europe,
June 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,17, 18, 19,20. Return limit Aujr. 12, 1912
ROUND TRIP RATE FROM
and the accident has compelled them ing will be destroyed forever; nine
Auz. 29, 30, 31 ; Sept. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Return limit Oct 31, 1912.
cases out of ten are caused by Cato postpone the journey.
SANTA
N.'M.
tarrh, which is nothing but an inLIBERAL STOP-OVE- R
of experience in
Thirty
years'
flamed condition of the mucous surThe Soldier Was Jagged.
VISIT THE GRAND CANYON OF ARIZONA
tailoring in seme of the largest
Col. E. Z. Steever, commanding the faces.
Dates of sale, April 29 and 30,
We
will
Hundred
Dollars
One
give
border guard, is investigating the
cities in Europe and America.
Pullman -- .id Tourist Sleepers and Free Chair Cars
for
case
of
Deafness
May 1,8, 15 and 22.
any
(caused
by
of
Private
C,
shooting
Baker,
company
on all Santa Ffc Trains, -'
22nd infantry. Baker was brought to catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Return Limit, June IS, 1912.
Four Phones and Five Wagons.
101
For Summer Tourist Rates to Other Points Apply to Any Santa Fe Afent.
Fort Bliss from his post six miles Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cirWashington Avenue.
free.
down the river with wounds in his culars,
H. S. LITZ, Aft., SANTA FEN.M
SANTA
F. J. CHENEY, & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
H. BLAIN,
ALL
WAY.
right hand and right leg. He said
Phone Black 22J.
Proprietor
Sold by all druggists. 75c
that he was fired upon from the Mexi"7
SANTA FE, N. M.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.
can side of the river. The first shot, Take Hall's Family Pills for constiNew Mexican Want Ads brlnfcS
Goods Called for and Delivered. Cor. Burrow Alley and Sao Francisco St
he said, missed him, but the next two pation.
results every time.

Pinon,
Cedar,

SAWED WOOD

Increasing

1

"

J

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders
All

SY

Parts

Skipping the Bad Places.

of The World

mviIVJ

Why Import Mineral Water ?

Pijable

hre

J.

BARNES, Agent.

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale

e

THE SANTA FE MINERAL

THE STAR BARN

WATER CO.

-

FIRST CLASS

J.

LIVERY

FRANK M. JONES, "1-

RIGS.

R. CREATH,

REAL ESTATE

j

J.F. RHOADS
WORKER

SIGH

Special Furniture, Lawn
Swings and Seats,

SnsATisFAcrioii

104Galesteo Street

PAINTING

WOODY'S

p

::

Phone Black

Restaurant

LINE

TO

1RL1E

Mich-aelbac-

The Tailor

01N

SPECIAL

FARES

CALIFORNIA, OREGON
WASHINGTON.

$40.55

$50.55

$67.50

PRIVILEGES

FE

THE

.4

Will clean, press, repajr

or alter Ladies' and

Gents' Garments at

reasonable prices and
will guarantee his
Orders taken for Ladies'

EcoriomyGrocery

Conference,
Butter, 25c. and 35c. General
Minneapolis, Minn.

and Gents' Custom Bacon, 2 lbs. for 25c.
Suits, Overcoats, Breakfast Bacon, Best
Skirts or Riding Suits.
Grade. 20c. lb.
Light House Cleaner,
6 bars for 25c.
Blueing, per bottle, 5c.
.

Methodist"

J.

Jr.,

'

FE,

$52.45

r
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MAY

7,
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CLARK

ln

Women who bear children and remain healthy are those who prepare
in advance ot baby'6
After Sharp Contest Santa their systems
Unless the mother aids
coming.
Fe County Democrats
work the crista
nature in Its
finds her system unequal to the deIndicated Preference
mands made upon It, and she Is often
left with weakened health or chronic
No remedy is so truly a
RESULT OF GOOD TEAM WORK ailments.
help to nature as Mother's Friend,
and no expectant mother should fail
to use it.
It relieves the pain and
Convention
State
to
Delegates
discomfort caused by the strain on
the ligaments, makes pliant and elasMay Change Vote for Good
tic those fibres and muscles which
Reasons.
nature Is expanding, prevents numbness of limbs, and soothes the inflam
mation of breast elands. The Rvstpm
uccuhico iu utmuuKA- Deing thus prepared by Mother
TIC CONVENTION.
j Friend dispels
the fear that the crisis
The
following
may not be safely met
delegates
Mother's
were selected late yesterday
Friend assures a speedy and complete
afternoon by the Democratic
recovery for the mother, and she is
left a healthy woman to enjoy the
to repre- county convention
rearing or her
sent Santa Fe county at the
child.
Mother's
X Democratic
state convention
Friend Is sold at
to be held at Clovis: James W.
stores.
drug
Xorment, Santa Fe; Robert Y.
SVrite for our free
book for expect
Butt, Santa Fe: Carlos Abren,
Santa Fe; Karl Greene, Santa
ant mothers which contains much
valuable information, and many sugFe; Dr. .1. H. Sloan, Santa Fe;
J. S. Candelario, Santa Fe; H.
gestions of a helpful nature.
BRADFIELD REGULATOR CO., Atlanta, Co.
S. Lutz. Santa Fo; R. L. Coop- er, Santa Fe; C. F. Kanan,
Santa Fe; L. H. Gibson, Santa
didate before the party at this time,
Fe; Thomas Doran, Santa Fe;
lie has been on the firing line at
M. T. Dunlavy, Santa Fe; Car- Washington for over twenty years
los Creamer, Santa Fe: Cosme
and has always talked, acted
and
Herrera,
Pojoaque. The dele- voted on the side of the people as
gates were instructed to vote
against the interests. As plain memas a unit for the nomination
ber of congress he has always acof Champ Clark for president
himself well, as leader of the
quitted
as long as that gentleman's no- minority he has, by his superb leadermination seems possible.
ship, welded he minority into a militant and aggressive force thus imConvention Controlled by Clark Men. pressing the views of the minority
When the Democratic county dele- forcibly on legislation. As leader of
gates assembled yesterday afternoon the minority, to him. more than to
at the county court house it. was any other individual, we owe the dis- evident that there would be a sharp comfiture, rout and final defeat and
contest, between the Clark and Wilson complete overthrow of "Cannonism"

S

...

pre-nat-

REXALL OR

For My
Lady's Toilet

Mother's

Friend

We Have the Most Complete Stock
and Varied Assortment of

All Things Needed

forthe

ressing Table.
REXALL DISAPPEARING
r

Nothing-Nice-

SKIN CREAM

50 cts

CREME MEALFYS

Than

the
JAR

The Men Who Shave Themselves are
Invited to Drop In and Inspect Stock
of All the Necessary

Paraphernalia
Fori Luxurious Shave
OUR STOCK IS COMPLETE

supporters for control of the con
vention. The first show of strength
developed when the matter of select
ing a temporary chairman came nn
The election of James W. Norment
oy a narrow margin of three votes
indicated that it was anybody's fight
as yet though it served to discourage
the Wilson leaders.
Asked for Uninstructed Delegates.
The routine work of organizing the
convention proceeded smoothly until
the report ot the committee on reso
lutions came before the assembly.
Melvin T. Dunlavy, who had been se
lected permanent chairman, then yielded the chair to Mr.. Norment and
assumed the leadership of the Wilson forces on the floor. Fighting
on the defensive Mr. Dunlavy asked
only for an uninstructed delegation
and in this he was supported by some
the Harmon adherents. The ques
tion was argued pro and con, but it
was evident that the Clark men were
steadily gaining strength. The final
vote was not announced, but it was
evidently of the "landslide" character
that makes an exact record

and Cannon. To him should be given
the credit for the return of the lower
House of Congress to constitutional
lines. Czarism is dead there, and
Champ Clark is the David who gave
it its death blow.
has
As Speaker of the House, he
commanded the respect and support
o: all Democrats and has broken the
ranks of the opposition. Under his
administration of this high office
Congress has done more real constructive work in the past twelve
months than it had done in the previous fifteen years. He is the champion of popular rights ever ready to
defend his righteous cause against all
the hosts of error.
Therefore, we Hereby instruct our
delegation to the Clovis convention
to use all other Influence and every
effort in their power to secure a delegation from New Mexico to the Baltimore convention instructed to vote
as a unit in all matters, and especially for the nomination of Honorable Champ Clark for president, on
every ballot on which his name is be
fore said convention, or until, in the
opinion of a majority of said delegaResult of Organization,
tion, his nomination can no longer be
That the Clark forces were well or
reasonably hoped for.
ganized was made evident when all
but three of a prepared ballot carJ. E. McKeen, 1301 Cleveland St.,
rying sixteen names was selected.
Cosme Herrera of Pojoaq ie was the Wichita, Kansas, reports: "I suffered
only name added to this list. After from kidney trouble, had severe pains
the selection
of delegates,
which across my back, and was all played
came at a late hour, the convention out. I began taking Foley Kidney
made an effort to reorganize the cen Pills and soon there was a decided
Finally the pain left
tral committee for the coming cam improvement.
I am fully cured of all
paign, but it was found that many of entirely and
the delegates had left the building my kidney trouble." For sale by all
and the project was abandoned.
druggist.
Resolutions Adopted.
The following are the resolutions SCORE INJURED WHEN
ENGINE AXLE BROKE.
adopted by the convention:
We, the Democrats of Santa Fe
county, New Mexico, 'n convention (By Special Lensod Wire tn New Mexican)
Columbia, S. C, May 7. A score or
assembled, reaffirm our belief in and
allegiance to the principles outlined more persons were hurt when train
Railway,
in the platform adopted by the Na- No. 31 on the Southern
tional convention at Denver in 190S. Washington to Jacksonville was deWe believe the government, both railed near here today. Two sleeping
stae and National," should be con- cars turned over. Most of the pasThe
trolled by the people, and for that sengers were able to proceed.
jng 0f an engine axle caused the
reason we endorse the direct priof candi- wreck.
mary for the nomination
dates for every elective office in the
gift of the people, from President of CROSS OR FEVERISH,
HALF-SICCHILDREN.
the United States to constable of the
precinct.
Bad,
We believe in and endorse the di If Tongue is Coated, Breath
Stomach Sour it Means a Torpid
rect election of United States senLiver and Clogged Bowels.
ators, by the people.
We deeply deplore the "playing po
Mother! Don't scold your cross,
litics" of the present session of the
at the tongue!
legislature and its failure to respond peevish child! Look
to the will of the people and provide See if it is white, yellow and coated!
If your child is listless, drooping, isn't
necessary legislation.
is restless, doesn't eat
We endorse the able and patriotic sleeping well,
or is cross, irritable, out of
heartily
efforts of the Democratic minority of
sorts with everybody, stomach sour,
the legislature to secure a senatorial
feverish, breath bad; has stomacha
preference primary, corrupt practices ache, diarrhoea, sore throat, or is full
act, and other legislation we had a of cold, it means the little one's stomright to expect, and which was pro- ach, liver and 30 feet of bowels are
mised by the Republican party.
filled with poisons and foul, constipatWe endorse the business-likadmi ed waste matter and need a gentle,
nistration of Governor McDonald and thorough cleansing at once.
the other Democrats elected on the
Give a teaspoonful of Syrup of Figs,
ticket with him.
and in a few hours all the clogged up
We endorse the patriotic course of waste, undigested food and sour bile
Congressman Fergusson and congra will gently move on and out of its lit
without
tulate the new state on having one tle waste clogged bowels
man on guard at Washington who is nausea, griping or weakness, and yon
ever alert to the interests of our will surely have a well, happy and
smiling child again shortly.
people.
With Syrup of Figs you are not drugWe pledge our support to the nomiennees of the Baltimore
convention ging your children, being composed
and promise them a majority in San- tirely of luscious figs, senna and
It cannot be harmful, besides
ta Fe county.
We congratulate the country on the they dearly love its delicious taste.
Mothers should always keep Syrup
fact that Taft and Roosevelt are, at
of Figs handy. It is the only stomach,
last, telling what they know abou
and bowel cleanser and reculator
each other. They have already tola liver
needed a little given today will save
to
It
make
enough
impossible for the a sick child tomorrow.
county to again accept either one of
Full directions for children of all
them.
I
and for grown-up- s
plainly printed
ages
Without any disparagement
what- on
the pacKage.
ever of any of the other candidates
Ask your druggist for the full name,
of the Democratic party for presid"Syrup of Figs and Elixir of Senna,"
ent, who are all goot men and worthy prepared by the California Fig Syrup
of the high honor they seek, we be- Co. This Is the delicious tasting,
lieve that the Honorable Champ
Refuse anything
old reliable.
Clark is
logical and strongest can- - else offered.
e
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Any Suit in the House
Cut, Fit and Made to
Your Measure
FOR

$2C1

0NLY

Value, $45, $40 and $30

NOW $20.
CAPITAL TAILORS
East Side of Plaza, Next Door to First Nat. Bank Bldg.

Our Better Shoes

WE

WISH we could put sufficient

into this AD. to induce every
Man and Woman in Santa Fe 10 come
here to see our display of SPRING SHOESjust
to see them ! They represent thoroughly

THE BEST SHOES
THE BEST MAKERS
CAN PRODUCE.
After you've seen them you'll appreciate the
difference between 44 BETTER SHOES "
' and
just Shoes.
We'll

treat

you courteously, willingly fit on as

many styles as you care to try. We want
simply to post you on values and shoes such
shoes as most Men and Women care to wear,

High or Low Cut Oxfords.

The new

Oxfords, Pumps and Colonials and

the new Neubuck and Canvas Shoes
MEN'S
SHOES

$3.50, $4.00, $4.50, $5.00

WOMEN
;s
SHOES

$2.50, $100, $3.50, $4.00

Where
Quality
Meets

chn 9flueger

1

See
Our
Window

Price
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BANK

Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral securjty. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets fortiu, customers. Buys and sells,
domestic and iongn exchange jind .makestejegrapjii
'transfers of money-tall prtrtit:
world oa as
liberal. ,7term as
agency public or privtSs Liberal advances made on' consignments of livestoc,sidproducts. The bank executes
all orders of its patroiiS in tlSe banking line, and will extend
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistent with sound banking,,,

a
VALLEY RANCH ACTIVITIES.

2.00

hiss vveuer
'"ly
" "
"al'"u.K l"
spend the summer this being the
third summer she has spent here. She

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
The new Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. ItTls sent to
every postofflce in the State, and has a large and growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressiY e people of the Southwest

MAY

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
IN NEWe MEXICO.

j

$3 50
1.00
.50

TUESDAY,

OF SANTA FE

r.

RATES OFt SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months by mail
.25
Dally, per week by carrier.
six' nonths.
Weekly
75
.
Dally, per month, by carrier
,
ly,
rei
,year...
.65
Uaily, per month, by Wil.
. .7.00 .Weekly, per quarter
.paijy, per year, by .mail
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expresses much delight "over the

-

xvam.ii, May u

.

The Pecos river is running ' ;W
high on account of the melting of 'XKe
heavy snow higher mp .on ' t!ie; rive'i
but there is promise that' the opening
of the fishing season will be pulled
off .with its usual big catches

im- -

provements which have been made
since leaving here last fall. Miss
weDer nas many mends in Santa f e
and Albuquerque, all of whom will be
'.'
.
glad to see her again.
j

o

the-civliiz-

-

institutions are trying every possible

money-transmitti-

ng

PUBLIC LANDS BILL PASSED.
court code.
method to influence Governor McRogers in a fervid speech moved
Donald against putting a woman on
";
that a report be made immediately on
(Continued from Page One.)
:OFFlCErS; ;"
any of the boards. It would dis urb
the artesian well bill and complained
'
the status quo, don't yer ku:w.
B. READ. Cashier.
J. PALEN, President. j)5$.f.
Barth amendment.
Crampton called because action had been delayed at
attention to the provision
which the same time speaking against the
L. A. HUGHES,
... F. McKANE. Assistant Cashier.
LOGGING IN THE RIO GRANDE.
PARTY ORGANIZATION.
THE TOURIST BUSINESS.
makes it incumbent upon the commis-- Senate bill, which he called the min- The New Mexican believes in foster- sioner of
It is the same story the country
Is it worth while to complete the
public lands to protect thei0"1? measure of the Chaves County
Chrisman
over. Party organizations,
Scenic Highway in order to attract ing industries in whatever way it can state lands from fire and which would Artesian Well convention.
Republibe done without working injustice to
ON
a report from the Ways
the expenditure of sums of also
can, Democratic and others, are lan- several thousand tourists each year, the
require
and
people
and
Means
vested
Committee.
destroying
Imonev
.1
snn
nnr
Burg
explain
of tho
mnHnnrv" cuJ
guishing, no matter how brave a front to bring hither several hundred, peo- rights. New Mexico
.
.
11
streams jwere and
ludl llle TI'
Rna Aieans commit- and how big a showing they make on ple who would summer on the tipper
fund
"ays
emergency
hardly intended by nature for logging,
tee is working day and night, that it
the surface of things.
Pecos? It Biirely is. It would mean operations and their
use for irrigation i Holt pointed out 'he absurdity of has thirtv imnrtant UIWHUUIO
..f.w.vxiu moooMO UtlVJl C
Two things are essential to party or- more to New Mexico than the estab- not
only has priority, but is far more endeavoring to administer 12,000,000 iti that the artesian well bill has no
ganization: Men and money. Men lishment of a big manufacturing indus- iiupuiiani ana permanent than any
Ul
vuiu a clerical emergency clause and that it is not
vho are willing to give time, means try or a gold or coal mine.
lumbering operations can possibly be. force of two. He, cited that the Col - being held up intentionally as had
and effort to party in return for being
But the Scenic Highway would be The legislators realized that long ago, orado land office, with a much smal- - ibeen implied'. Blanchard said
that the
denounced as gangsters, bosses, graft-- i a thoroughfare not only for tourists. and placed upon New Mexico's stat ler
grant to administer, employs forty charge of collusion had been made of
's. Money to maintain headquarters, I would make available to the people ute books a law which offers
'the
the'
implica
redress, persons. He resented
Ways and Means Committee with
Keep records, pay clerks, secure pub- of New Mexico the grandest natural if not protection, for damage done to tion that officers elected by the peo- some Senators,
although it was
licity. One may theorize and idealize park in the world, the finest forest irrigation headgates and ditches by ple would dissipate or wrongfully exby Burg, but it was apparent
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED
as one pleases, but it is only in. rare reserve in the United States. It would logging operatiohs, but which is some- pend sums of money appropriated for that in due course the
and
Ways
inrtances that any cause or principle, also connect with the outside world what cumbersome in its operations the conduct of their office.
Means Committee would not be able to
no matter how righteous, triumphs in beautiful farms, many rural homes, and involves possibly expensive litiBarth complained that the mem- report on this bill until after the legho great a country as this nation, or copper, zinc and coal mines, a thou- gation on part of the aggrieved ditch
!
Catron declared
of the Senate had no opportunity islature adjourns.
bers
...
in so big a state as New Mexico, with- sand settlers, who are at present iso- owner.
to examine the bill and opposed giv- that several committees had not yet
That there is cause for grievance
had a single bill referred to them ana
out organization,
lated from the world except by a
ing the commissioner of public lands as it was
round-abou- t
, The Republican party in New. Mexiroad that is washed out seems to be manifest by the many
apparent that the Ways and
and legis- Means
co should have a strong, active organ- at every freshet. Bit to return to complaints that have been made to arbitrary, executive, judicial
Committee
is overburdened
He
lative
powers.
protested
against
various
officials from time to time rewith work, the bill should be taken
ization, that would be busy from now the value of the tourist business. LesGENERAL AGENTS,
SANTA FE, N. M.
government
by
committees, although from the AVays and Means Commitgarding logging operations that have
on without interruption. The Demo- lie's will say editorially on Friday:
I
he admitted that the bill had been tee and referred
fish in
certain
destroyed
streams,
to
a committee less
crats have at least the semblance of
"The United States is one of the that have
'
headgates, bridges much improved by the amendments occupied.
fjch an organization, they are getting world's greatest sources of food sup- and ditches,damaged
and
oft water supply offered, and that he himself had been
cut
in some money to maintain it, they
Moreno
that a public
explained
ply, and it is also a
producer of for irrigation.
Only last week, in partially mistaken in his. assumption
ate doing systematic work and it is tobacco; and yet if large
one adds to the Sandoval county, the Democratic that the appropriation for employes hearing bad been called on this and
.'It
other irrigation bills and for that reabeginning to tell. The Republicans amount of money which the rest ofl county convention, advocated the pass was too large.
.A
v
son no report had been made on the
must stop their bickering, their crim- the world paid to us in 1910 for wheat, age of a bill introduced in
AND.the legislaAlldredge said there are many feainations and recriminations, their for flour, for corn and for other bread-stuff- s ture by a Republican, which seeks to tures in the bill
Toombs asked
that are excellent, Artesian Well bill.
faultfinding and denouncing each
the amount it paid to us for remedy the alleged wrongs of the old but there is one feature that would that Senate Bill No. 65 be committed
other, they must act together. If our tobacco, the total is less than the settlers who have been using the river permit the lands to fall in the hands to the Committee on Ways and
they do not, the party will lose the sum which American travelers ex- water for irrigation for centuries.
of a few and that he. would like to see Means to have it compared with the
Santa Fe, New Mexito. , Now Uner the Same Managemen
'
House Artesian Well bill.
do not make a right, and there remedied.
'
vantage ground it still possesses, and pended in various countries abroad,
Toombs
if any Republican selfishly imagines over the amount
was declared out of order.
Mabry explained his vote, saying
expended by foreign must be a way to protect the settlers
The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New Mexico. Rooms
he would fare better 'in the Demo-c:ati- tourists in the United
without destroying another industry that the bill as a whole is a
The House sustained the Ways and
States.
good
Rea
but
ranks than he does in the
en suit with private bath. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
rigid investigation might be in measure, at the same time it has Means Committee after a heated1 col"The American tourist Is, therefore,
and then the enactment of
publican, he is simply not posted.
some defects, especially as to the loquy and refused to take the Artesian
a factor in a large financial problem. place
-that will be equitable. If it is
Sample Rooms.
It does not matter very much to the He
,
in the determination of a
royalty to be paid from the state, Well bill out of its hands or to order Large
whether
or
logquestion
irrigation
P'esent Republican leaders who vo- 'the balance of trade,' which fixes the
which he deemed too low and also a report.
ging in New Mexico rivers must go,
lunteers to give his time and his money
The following bills- were introduced
ability of one country to draw sup why it is the latter that must yield. that 20 per cent is too much to go inard his effort.
The New Mexican plies of gold from other countries. He
to the maintenance fund. He paid a
House Bill No. 165 by Chrisman, an
The
lumber
mill
at
is
supAlbuquerque
feels certain that there is not one of is an influence in the money
tribute to the honesty and ability of act to amend section 4020 of the Commarket;
with
from
two
timber
forests
plied
them who would not gladly step aside and as the American is a
piled Laws of New Mexico of 1897,
great travel hundred miles away and that without Land Commissioner H. P. Ervien.
in favor of any sound Republican who er and a
The bid was passed 20. to 4 votes, etc., providing for reduction in assess
prodigal spender, that influ the use of anv stream: in Otero coun
ill volunteer to put up the funds, ence is an
important one.
ty, a costly mountain railroad was AHdredg. Barthjpvana and Mabry ment because- of destruction or dam
it.
give his time and his talents" toward age of property by fire.
."The sums expended by Americans constructed to haul timber, and there votm8 against
House Bill No. 166, by Skidmore, pro
maintaining an effective organization. traveling in foreign countries over the is therefore, always the alternative,! Adjournment was taken to 3 p. m.
that railroad employes
may
What is true in New Mexico, is true sums expended by
Furnished rooms in connect)
a
viding
if
cannot
that
stream
Senate
be
pot & Cold Baths. Electric Lif hts
flowing
Tuesday Afternoon,
foreign tourists in
vote elsewhere than in the precinct in
throughout the United States. The the United States are estimated to used for transporting lumber, then
House Bill No. 9 by Mullens, provld-therG. Ll?E HERRERA, Prop
are other means of tiansporta-- ,
Republicans are wrangling in the face make the imposing total of $170,000,- for the inspection and protection which they are registered and qualified 222San Francisco Street
of the enemy and that means demoral-izatioHowever, it may bej0f bees, was on motion of Crampton voters.
OdO
net. If you divide that by 87, tion available.
The Speaker signed Senate Bill No
to adjust differences and dif-- , recommitted for a few changes.
and defeat. Says Leslie's:
000, which is the excess number of possible
Acuities so that the Rio Grande can j Senate Substitute for House Substi-b- 112. appropriating $12,500 for the legis
"Acting Chairman Rosewater, of American tourists abroad over the for
lative printing and supplies.
used both for logging and for
for House Bill No. 14. which
the Republican National Committee, eign tourists in the United States, you
THE RELIANCE LIFE INSURASCC COMPANY OF PITTSBURG, PA.
House Bill No. 116, by Burg, the
at
same
the
time.
the
hibits
of
on
intoxicants
called
.has
the committee in session have about $2,000 as the average
drinking
Uniform Child Labor Law, the special
at
'trains,
railon
and
other
on June 4th, two weeks before the amount spent by each tourist; and if
stations,
Writes the Most Liberal Foriim &t Insurance for
"A course about which the public : road property, except on Pullman and order of the day, was taken up for
day set for the opening of the nation that is a fair average and it seems knows little or
MEN, YOUNG MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN.
nothing, but which his 'buffet cars or in duly licensed hotels, passage.
a! convention.
He estimates that it too big then the 244,000 Americans a
The House Calendar.
on the education .f and giving the conductors police powbearing
great
us
Let
explain to you The Famous '
Policy."
may take the committee two weeks traveling abroad in 1910 must have the
has lately been established ers in enforcing the. act', was taken up
Order.
)
pupil
(Special
GENERAL AGENTS
to settle all the contests which will spent aboit $488,000,000,
SANTA FE, N. M.
HALL
HALL.
which is in the New York
&
'
House
Bill
The
schools.
No.
introduced
consideration.
116,
for
by
high
be before it, as compared with one nearly equal to what the rest of the
Hinkle explained that this bill was Mr. Burg, April 22nd, an Act to regu
purpose of this course is to leach the
week or less in the case of previous world paid for our cotton."
to
read the newspapers.
The up several days ago. In committee late the employment of children and
pupils
presidential gatherings.
course is said to be meeting with the bill was made to apply to Pullman to prescribe penalties for the viola
A census
bulletin issued today
"Here is a portent to which Repub
'
and buffet cars except in the Limited tion thereof; referred to Committee
great success.
r
A. O. BlLiCKB ..
shows
manthat
Connecticut
Jso. S. MlTOHEI.I,
has
4,251
licans all over the country should
"One of the officials recently s:iid: trains. He accepted the amendment on Ways and Means. April 27th, re
"ANGELES
LQS
In the number ufacturing establishments giving em 'There is nq,
give some attention.
text, book" for this work as a compromise, the best he could ported with recommendation that it
of States involved in the wrangles be- ployment to 233,871 persons, earning and
be passed with amendments.
cannot be one. The ma- get.
MEXICO HEADQUARTERS
April
tween rival Republican delegations $i oa,756,000 in salaries and wages and terialnaturally
for this is always current, and
A motion by Romero to recommit 30th, considered by Committee of the
each
$490,272,000
or
producing
.
year,
and in the violence of the language
RATES $1.CQ and $1.50 per day.
such text books as we have will ba the bill was lost 10 to 14. It was pass- Whole; reported with . recommenda
used by each toward the other, the just seventy times as much as the the newspaper. One
With Private Bath, $1.50 to $3.00
tionbe
with
ameni'that
it
4
20
On
and
motion
ed
it
has
passed
thing
ayes
nays.
by
Mexindustries of New
situation is unprecedented.
Accusa- manufacturing
done and that is to ttach the of Page, the bill was reconsidered ments. Ordered "to lay over two legi
ico. It must be remembered that Contions are made by each against the necticut Is not as
as
large as the county boys and girls to read the newspaper and was amended so as to require the lative days and to be
ft
other which would seem to prevent of
......
of notices in Spanish as well amended."
Socorro, and is about the size of the intelligently.
tion that It be passed. posting
'if
many of the partisans from support county of Chaves. That
" 'The boys would open at the sport- as in
Bills
on
Third
bill
one reason
The
is
then
Reading.
House
No.
Bill
toy $f.
English.
passed
77, introduc
ing the successful seeker of the nom why New Mexico cannot afford to
USenate
Bill
A&
No.
and
Act-to
introduced
3
to
21
42,
read
onl
then
head
by
P. Manzanares, April 15th'
ayes
put ing page
nys.
ination.
on the airs of some other states when lines. The girls never read the papers
Senate Bill No. Ill, defining the ef- feld, an Act to provide the manner !n provide an appropriation for gauging
"A peculiarly sinister aspect is giv it comes to passing railroad or indus- at all. They never knew the most fect of the
repealing clause, was which, and place where, the deafh the streams of the State of New.Iex!-co- ,
en to the contest by the personalities trial legislation that are well enough common events of daily happenings. passed, unanimously.
on
penalty shall be inflicted, March 29th
etc.; referred to Committee
which have passsd.-- between Colonel for populous, wealthy eastern states Now one 0f the exercises is for the
Senate Substitute for Senate Bill received from Senate. April 4th, re- Irrigation.
May 2nd, reported with
Roosevelt .and President Taft.
The but are hardly adapted to a new state classes to decide each day what is No. 40, fixing the time for holding ferred to Committee
on' " Judiciary, recommendation that it be passed.' 'u
assaults and the, counter assaults that is still undeveloped and that must the most important piece of news in court in the Sixth Judicial District, April 30th, reported with recommenda
House Bill No. 151, iolcodueed bythat have taken place between them secure its capital frnm without. Bills the papers.' "
tion that it be passed. May t, recom the. Judiciary Committee
took its regular order.
rAprijOth,'
give a turn to the canvass which im such as that of Representative Chaves
on Jndiciar: An Act prohibiting acts of sexual per
Senate Bill No. 113, by Evans, defin- mitted to Committee
to
new
innew
and
railroads
exempt
perils Republican unity. Several bolts
with instructions to report tomorrow version: laid on Speaker's table! lot
The city of Cleveland, Ohio, has ing slander of a female was tabled.
in 1,34, 1S72, 1884 and 1896 have dustries from taxation are wise, 195,703 foreign born residents, a num
Senate Bill No. 63, by Barth, a sen- and that the bill be placed on tha cal further consideration when printd$
while
others.unduly restricting indus ber equal to the population of New atn-iataken place in the Republican party,
House Bill No. 152, introduced iy
preference
primary measure endar for that day.
that of 18S4 defeating 1 Blaine and try and railroad enterprise, such as a Mexico ten years ago. The state of was tabled,
House Bill No. 60, introduced by Judiciary Committee, April 30th, An
16 to 8 votes.
placing Cleveland in the presidency. rigid maximum rate law, without re Ohio has 600,000 foreign born residents
Im
Senate Substitute for House Bill No. Llewellyn, April 9th. An Act defining Act to define and punish the crime i 111 Vss
But neither in that Bplit nor in any of gard to local circumstances, are un and as many more born of foreign par 124, fixing the time for holding court liquor, providing for the regulation. of embezzlement by executors, adminJT
wise.
the others was any such hatred shown
ents, a number equal to the present in the First Judicial'
District, was limitation and prohibition of the bev istTators and guardians; laid on Speak
by one faction toward the other as Is
population of New Mexico and Colora passed under suspension of the rules.
erage liquor traffic, etc.; referred to er s table for further consideration
Federal court. State supreme court., do taken
:
together.
displayed in the present feud.
on Temperance.
Committee
r V.
May 1, when printed.
senate
No.
Bin
130
district court and probate court were
by Holt, preit
"It must be borne in mind by Re- in session
recommendation
with
that
reported
commissions
to
be
scribing
charged
what
and
that
yesterday
PRESBYTERIAN MISSION
Announcement
be passed with amendments.
MAY CROP REPORT OF
publicans that only through unity can means to Santa Fe can be gleaned
by brokers, etc., was passed.
. SCHOOL PROGRAM TONIGHT.
House Bill No. 62, introduced by DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
The Senate adjourned to 10 a. m.
they have any prospect of victory in from hotel registers and store sales.
I
November.
Nichols, April; 9th. An Act relating (By Special Leased Wire to New Meklcan
Wednesday.
They ought to remember The federal court especially,
has
The
is
the
following
that
program'
to
t
)
fees
be
what disaster Republican
in
charged Vf county clerks
apathy brought here jurors, lawyers and liti- is to be
399 E TAKE pleasure
Washington, 0. C, May 7 The May
given by the pupils of the
I I
for recording instruments of writing; crop
HOUSE PASSES CHILD LAW.
announcing to the
brought in 1910, when the
gants from every part of the state,
of
of Ag;
the
report
Department
: f
Mission
theatre
Schools
1
our
patronsof
'
of their party gave aU the close who otherwise might never have come Presbyterian
referred to Committee on Finance. riculture follows:
that we have been able to
I
districts to the Democrats, and en- to the capital. If they receive the
(Continued from page one.)
with
recommendation
1,
May
reported
Winter wheat conditions, 79.7,- - area
arrange, at great expense,
Invocation
Z.
B.
....Rev.
McCollough
abled them to get a majority of sixty-fiv- e proper courtesies, the Tight treatment
that it be passed
RJ
an exhibition of Selig's
remaining 25,744,000 acres or 3,418,Isabel Giron employment of children in theaters, es
House Bill No. 126, introduced by 000 acres less than in 1911
Greatest Moving Picture If
in the House of Representatives if they observe that. Santa Fe busi Piano Solo
and,
6,469r
Seven
Little Girls pecially in vaudevilel and summer Speaker Baca, April 23rd. An act to 000 acres
IV
and to cut the Republican lead in the nessmen and property owners are Song
Masterpiece
less than sown last fall. ' In 2.1
gardens. On motion of Chrisman and amend Section 2328 of ,Title XXVI, dicated
Senate down to eight. Thus President hustlers, it will make an impression Recitation "In the Allison Office"..
y eld 14.4 bushels peE&effli;
Trinidad Martinez Mullens the amendment was tabled, Chapter One of the Compiled Laws of
Taft has one branch of Congress that will redound to the benefit of the
Estimated crop, 370,714,000 -- bushel.
The bill was passed 38 to 3.
etc.; referred to Committee on Rye condition, 87.5. Meadow , lands
against him in the second half of hie capital. If they observe different con- Song "Little Waiters"
Iii three reels, with Mts
A
Four Primary Girls
petition was presented from Taos Judiciary.
term and has very little support In ditions, it will mean otherwise, and
April 30th, reported with condition, 85.t ' Har 'on' farms', 3,888,- 'Mabel Taliaferro, one of the
"a black eye. There Exercise, "Blossom Day."
will
the
for
county
give
will
asking
that
city
legislation
the other branch.
recommendation that it be returned 000 ton?. . The Democratic
,:?
priced stars of the
81.7.
isn t a merchant, for instance, who Chorus
Miss McFle's Room pronioit pugilistic encounters.
' highest
American stage in the name v
to introducer for correction. Miy 1, Spring
victory in 1910, the first which that will
52.8 per cent fcafaipJet-plowing
Chairman
home
from
Com"Vacation
the
Chamber
for
stay
Time"
the
Llewellyn
of Exercise,
This production "is
part
party gained In a national election Commerce
reported by Judiciary Committee with ed. Spring planting 48.9 ner cent
beyond doubt the ultimate
meeting tonight, if he has
Miss Woods' Boys mittee on Judiciary reported a uni recommendation that it be
since 1892, has given it encouragement
M
passed.
completed.
ent of the world's
achieve
form
emergency clause to be attached
"Vacation"
Miss Reid's Room
to make a strong fight in 1912 a the welfare of the old town at heart.
House Substitute for House Bill No.
1 greatest picture maker, and
to such bills as require it
Piano
Solo
Barela
Josephine
.i we are indeed fortunate in
fight which promises to be successful
The Ways and Means Committee re- 153, original introduced by Burg, April
The school district of Taos hardly ;'The Contest of the Flowers"
unless the Republicans quit their sui ever collecteu
30th. An Act to repeal Chapter 136
being able to present to you!
ported
Senate
favorably
Memo
Joint
tax'
until
any poll
this
this superb masterpiece of
C.
Miss Reid's Girls
cidal factional quarreling instantly year, when a woman
Thirty-eightof
the
of
Acts
the
Legis
No.
rial
3,
by Burns, providing for the
was elected to "Fishing Song" .'..Miss Woods' Boys
Vphotographic and dramatic
lative
and get together in the national
of
of
the
Assembly
Territory
of
restoration
the board of education and was made Piano Duet
lands unnecessarily
JEart... Watch for further ,
,
withdrawn for forest reclamation and New Mexico; referred to Committer
;
announcements.;
secretary. She started to collect the
Eggs
. . Isabel Giron and Josephine Barela
on
and
Means.
Ways
May 1st, report
poll tax and garnered $348 on the first "The Ivy Queen" ..Miss Woods' Girls other purposes, the prohibition of fur
ther creation of reserves by executive ed with recommendation that it be
The fact that New Mexico Demo- round, or almost as much as is col- Song, "Mission Bells"
order, asking for the allotment of cer passed.
crats are for Champ Clark in prefer- lected iD the Capital City of Sent
Miss Woods' Room tain
House Joint Memorial No. 5, Intro
portions of the Navajo Reserva
ence to Woodrow Wilson merely Fe for an entire year. It is becms?
tion. The resolution was passed unan- duced by Speaker Baca, April 25th, faa
woman
on
the
some
assertion
that
of
Tepeated
the educatiou&l
piovee
Subscribe for the Santa Fe New
imously under suspension of the rules. voring the creation of an additional
New Mexico Is conservative to the and Institutional boards would dis
Mexican,. the paper 'hat boosts all
CHAS, A. WHEEL
The Committee on Judiciary through United States Circuit Court D'strict;
some of the dry bones, thai
i turb
core, and will vote for no wild-eye-d
Llewellyn, chairman, report e a substl- - referred ,to Committee on Judiciary.
some of the honorable heads of those building cf our new State.
progressive ideas.
tute tot House Bill Not 58, the
with recommenda- - Phone Red 204.
May 1st,
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UNITED STATES BANK

S TRUST CO.

CAPITAIii5O,000 00
Does a General' Banking

'

President

W. E. GRIFFIN

Cashier,

,

Farm-ingto-

complete stock

Ba rgain Counter

eciais.
F you wear shoes and think you will need
anything in that line it will pay you to
look over our offerings this week. We determined, some six months ago, to com
pletely close our entire line of shoes, and have
sold every pair of men's and women's high
shoes we had, but have a nice selection of children's, misses' and women's low Oxfords.
These we are offering to-dat much below
our first cost. No old, shelf-handlgoods to
show you, but new styles-up-to-da- te
goods that
are dependable. Some splendid numbers wo-

n

;

...

.

ay

ed

men's and misses' shoes made by Krippendorf
Dittman that are hard to beat at half price.

c...,

.

j

Original Sale Price was

i

,

All the care, study and experience and all that
they ,qqst does jnot? show,; but ; when you have

- TOtmd

colors do not fade
stitches hold
buttons stay on

The

'

garment fosfr

";-lT- h

t,fi

'

..

Then you'll appreciate those hidden qualities
that were given to you when you bought

ARROW

SHIRTS
$1.50 and $2.00

CLUETT,

PEABODY & COMPANY,

Troy, N.T.

Makers of Arrow Collars and Shirt

SEUGMAN BROS. COMPANY.
P.O. Box, 219.

Phone 36.

61orieta Battle Field
ACRE PATENTED RANCH
Cnn
j C 460
.lALP
in rpnfpr of OIH (llnriof a Raffle
field. About 30 acres under
cultivation. Young orchard of best varieties.
Growing timber on property. House, Stable,
Cattle Houses, Chickens. Must be sold at once.
Low price to cash purchaser.

rilll

C

A

'

i
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INSURANCE,

Phone, Red 189.

SURETY

BONDS

fr

119 San Francisco St.

;

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
.'

License Numbers,

s

r;..

Day or Night Phone,

The
BarrieR

Why Walt ?
TAliPERl

Dispensing Optician,
E. LAS VEGAS,

Accurate

NEW MEXICO.
WJrk-0uic-

Returns

k

!

Representing the

t

GRIFFITH'S
& High Top Shoes
I Low
You Are
A r

mm

?

Cordially Invited to
Call and
"

B.T6NN(Esj

"7''

Inspect Them.

261 W. Palace

LIABILITY

HEALTH

ACCIDENT

DO IT RIGHT!
When you pack your winter clothing and furs, get
a RED CEDAR CHEST and you will have no moth
trouble.
ENAMEL FURNITURE
When you want furniture of any kind come to the
RELIABLE FURNITURE HOUSE OF

THE

AKERS-WAGNE-

FURNITURE AND

R

UNDERTAKING

MUGLER,

a

UNDERWOOD

IS

COMPANY.

Tulips
Narcissus, Daffodils m doz.
Many Fine Varieties

P

REAL CANDIDATE.
(Continued from page one.)

ONE NIGHT ONLY

1UTC
1

Lli

50c and 75c per

Pansy, Shasta Daisy, Hollyhocks, Chrysan-- r
themums, and other hardy perennials.

JAMES

C. McCONVERY,
415 Palace Avenue.

::::

Phone. Black 204.

May 8th, 1912.
THE CELEBRATED

been in the interest of Judge Harmon
or any other candidate.
"Georgia, Florida, and Alabama de
clared for me in a presidential primary election and this was the expression of the desire of thousands of hon
AND YOUR BREAD TR 0 ILL
est votes at the polls for me and1 none
ARE OYER.
AND LADY QUARTETTE.
for any other man."
in Arkansas.
Split
Republicans
Assisted by the Famous Kntertainer
Flour quality varies acLittle Rock, Ark., May 7. Roose
ANNA PEARL WEATHER1NGT0N
cording to wheat quality.
velt leaders in caucuses early today
Poor wheat mean? poor
planned a state convention of their and- the Celebrated Younv American Violin and Mandolin Virtuoso
flour, poor flour means
own. following fruitless efforts to obtain from the Taft supporters what the THOS. VALENTINE PURCELL
poor bread. The gluten
in hard wheat is the eleColonel's forces declare would be reasonable recognition of the delegates
ment that makes the
n a delightful proKram entirely free from
dullness and consisting of
pledged to their candidate. The Taft
breed raise. Hard wheat
supporters planned to proceed with Lady Quartettes, Violin and Vocal
is rich in gluten that's
their state convention this afternoon.
Solos, Mandolin and Guitar Club,
why it's hard. The more
Two sets of delegates will be sent
Comic and Serious Readings,
conwheat
the
gluten
from Arkansas, to the Chicago convenEtc, Etc, Etc
tains the less flour you
tion where the contest must be threshhave to use that's why
A
ENTERTAINMENT that Is
MUSICAL
ed out.
enjoyable alike to the musician uud masses.
the use of BOSS PATENT
Forces Clash,
FLOUR means real econWalla Walla, Wash. May 7 The
$1.00, 75c & 50c
omy, better results and
presentation of majority and minority
DON'T MISS THIS TREAT.
of
reports by the credentials committee
better treatment your
on the seating of contesting delegadigestive organs. :: ::
SEE OUR PROGRAM
tions from King county, precipitated
this
clash
be
real
the
first
morning
Fresh Oysters, Fish, Poultry, tween
the Clark and Wilson forces of
the state Democratic convention. After
Grapes, Oranges,
a session lasting nearly all night, the
credentials committee voted 20 to 14,
to seat the delegation from King
county selected at the primaries. This
VEGETABLES
DAILY. delegation contains a heavy majority Made to order at THE JERSEY
FRESH
ot WMlson delegates, while the other
N. M. 80 cts.
contesting delegation known as the RANCH.'Moriarty,
"hand picked" delegation, is controllf per gallon in 5 gallon lots for plain
ed by the Clarfc forces.
vanilla. Cream 5 cts. per gallon
H.
KAUNE
M itsisslppi
Democrat
Apathetic.
for small lots. Cream guar- extra
Miss1..
7.
DemoA
Jackson.
May
presidential preference primary mnteed pure.
Lo west cratic
is in progress in Mississippi today. On:
MORIARTV, N. MJ
for
ly the names of Underwood and Wil- - 'A.J.JAMES,

USE

ritU

JEWELRY

YMPHONYVlUU

YOU

Grape Fruit, Apples.

5

Where Prices are
Safe Quality.

CO.

NEVER GO WKUNli UN WHAI Y'JU

Bll ncnc

The Best of Everything at Right Prices. Filigree Work of
Silverware, Cut Glass, DecEvery Description.
orated China, Watches, Clocks, Etc.

I

fcliabfcJe,,

h.

C. YONTZ,

San Franciso

Street

-

CAPITAL COAL YARD
Goal WLiTKi WQQd
PHONE 85 MAIN.

n

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
SIZES.
ALL
ANTHRACITE COAL,
SWASTIKA LUMP

CERILLOS LUMP

,T!fSf:roK

S.

AVe.

room

8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

Room

Prices,

Just Received, a New Line of

a

YOU WANT

Stamped Linens,

Clark-Wilso-

;

FIRE

INSURANCE

four
DO House and LotTOonPURCHASE
corner of San Francisco, rn

i

CUSTOM MADE SHOES

The Price Maker

ROYAL TAILORS.

FIRE

"b-b-

BossPatent Flour

SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO

W. N. TOWNSEND & CO.

ELK'S THEATRE

Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.
3

1.00

Scarfs

Red.

Next Door to Postoffice,

"

JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,

S.

I JO

25

.50

Thursday. May 9th

MISS

MULLIGAN & RISING,

"

and Jefferson Sts. that will ADVANCE IN
VALUE ? A Cash Proposition.

NECIA

ESTATE.

REAL

1.15

All our shoes are on the Bargain Counter, and these prices
are made to move and convert them into money. No charge
made on this lot. It will pay you to borrow the cash and pay
50 per cent., if necessary, for them. You will save money.

Lucretia Del Valle

O.C. WATSON & CO.

I

4.00, now 1.50
and $1.00

$ .75

ELK'S THEATRE

-

ffi

S2.25, now $1.00

.

1

-

t

comfortable fitting propbrtions,

.

Misses' Grammar School Shoes, $1.50 to $2.25, now
'
l.75io 2.25, "
90 to
Barefoot Sandals,
.65, "

1

,

.

S3.00 to

d

out tnat- -
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carry the most

MRS. W. LINDilARDT,

H. F. STEPHENS.

"Asst. Cashier

rived from his home in Relen yester- E
day afternoon and registered at the
PERSONAL MENTION
Montezuma.
in
Mrs. T- - W. Hanna, wife of the post
master of l.amy. arrived in Santa Fe j FASHIONABLE MILLIN- If you must drink to obtain business, lust evening and is a guest at the
Come
see
forego the business. You will be solic- Montezuma.
ited by all sorts and conditions of men
Filadelfo Baca, assistant superin-- j
of
to join them in drinking, and they will tendent of public instruction, tame iu
feel offended if you refuse but refuse. Saturday night from Santa Fe Las
Don't think they will respect you more Vegas Optic.
for not drinking. Not they. The psyRepresentative George V. Tripp, afchology of the drinker's mind is this: ter spending Sunday in Las Vegas,
He wants to see all men share his returned to Santa Fe
this afternoon.
weakness, and hates the silent disap- Las Vegas Optic.
125 Palace Ave.
in
a
to
refusal
proval implied
join
Jose Mondragon arrived yesterday
him. If it is a choice between the
from his home in Santa Fe for a visit
enmity of drink and the enmity of thej of several
son appear on the ballot, There is
days in Las Vegas with
man whose hospitality you refuse take!
apathy among the voters.
friends. Las Vegas Optic.
the lesser and eschew the insidious,
Democratic Truce in Pennsylvania.
William Butler, editor of the
destructiveness of drink.
Pa.,
Hanisburg,
May 7 After
Times Mustier, arrived in SanThe Docket.
ta Fe yesterday afternoon and is much preliminary skirmishing the factions for which two years have been
at the Montezuma.
fitrhtinfr fnr rmiftvil rtV thu ul'jra n.M,n.
George Albright, the printer of Al- stopping
Dr.
M.
J.
Cunningham, president ofjcl.atie 0,cani,;,tl(in WP- - al.hp,iui ,
buquerque, is a guest at the Palace.
I
Judge W. L. Radney left yesterday uie can ivnguei .auonai Dank, re- come together today for a fight to a
for Santa Fe, going on the auto line. turned laft might from a short trip finish, a battle in which each hopes to
to Boston. Las Vegas Optic.
Rosweil Kews.
exterminate the other. Calls were sent
John Becker, the merchant of Helen, out weeks
Franklin
of
ago by the state committers
servthe
Harry
forest
if a visitor in Santa Fe and a guest
ice is a visitor in the city and a guest at
ing the rival factions, but larepre.se.it
the Montezuma. He was a member ter it was
at the Montezuma.
agreed to hold one convenof the constitutional convention.
tion, the losing side to abide by the
W. A. Golden, of Denver, post office
E. C. de Baca, lieutenant governor,
of the majority of delegates.
inspector, is iu the city. He is a was in Las Vegas over Sunday visit- - action
Both factions having endorsed Govern- guest at the Palace.
inir hio taivitlv
i
1u.t1.1.
l lui lieu III iTdllia (j- WilsOU for
presidential nomina
S. Floersheini, a merchant at Springre tnts atterncon. Las Vegas Optic, tion, the couv(the
ntioii today will name
er, arrived in the Capital last evening
M. C. Stewart, sheriff of Eddy conn- Wilson delegates and probably will
and is at the Montezuma.
ty. was in the city yesterday with instruct tnem.
J. A. Mahoney, the merchant prince prisoners for the
penitentiary. Ho
of Deming and former member of the
returned to his home in Carlsbad to- METHODISTS TO ELECT BISHOPS.
legislature, is in the Capital.
day.
W. R. Holly, an attorney of SpringPolicarplo Armijo, former sheriff of
(Continued from rage One.)
er, arrived in Santa Fe last evening Bernalillo
county, arrived in the city
and registered at the Montezuma.
from his home in Albuquerque last ence now has the
power to pass on all
Jacobo Armijo, a prominent citizen
evening and is a guest at the Monte- cases.
of Albuquerque, is a visitor in the city zuma.
and is stopping at the Montezuma.
Episcopal Residences.
H. J.
ana A. A. Fairchild, inJames M. Wood, editor of the Lake-woo- surance Egan
That Helena, Montana, Los Ange-- i
men of Trinidad, Colorado,
Progress, Lakewood, Eddy coun- arrived in the
city yesterday after- ies, California, Pittsburg, Pennsyl-ty, is in Santa Fe on federal jury duty. noon and
are
at the Monte- vania, Detroit, Michigan, and Kansas
stopping
Marcus Kelly, an insurance man of
City, probably are the places where
zuma.
is
in
busion
the
Albuquerque,
city
will be estab- H. M. Pruitt and M. P. Kelly, hust- Episcopal residences
ness. He is a guest at the Montezufield representatives for the Oc lished at this session of the genera!
ling
ma.
cidental Life, have gone to Santa Fe conference of the Methodist
EpiscoW. G. Haydon, the attqrney of Las
a visit of ten days. Albuquerque pa' Church, is the belief of a number!
arrived
in
the city yesterdaj Herald.
Vegas,
of delegates high in the counsel of
afternoon and registered at the PalAttorney J. H. Crist has returned the church. The report of the comace.
from Monero, Rio Arriba county, where mittee on Episcopal residences is to
Ben Williams, chief of the secret Mrs. Crist will
spend the summer and be made to the conference tomorrow
service department for the Santa Fe, where Mr. Crist has extensive properWill Elect Ten More Bishops.
left today for Santa Fe. Albuquerque ty interests.
Other cities which are making a
Herald.
Mr. and Mrs. Miller, of the Valley close race for resident
bishops are
J. M. Hartley, Jr., the lumberman, Ranch and their
Miss E. E. Cleveland, and Bismark, N. D. The
arrived in the city from his home in Weber, arrived in guest,
the city yesterday dropping of New Orleans as a resident
Espanola last evening and is at the afternoon and are
stopping at the city is being discussed by the delega- Coronado.
Montezuma.
tior.s. With the establishment of four
Charles Reinken, the merchant, ar- H. W. Clark, secretary of the Re- or five new
Episcopalies, it is said the
publican state central committee, ar- conference at the present session will
rived in the Capital from his home be forced to elect at least ten bishops
in Las Vegas last evening and is stop- One hundred and
fifty names it is es- ping at the Palace.
timated will be voted on at the first
J. A. Young, member of the house vote, of which number probably one
from McKinley county, is in Albuquer hundred
probably will be dropped
que luuaj, naving returned this mom-,frothe second ballot. The after-- '
ocorro. ne!noo,i session of the conference
1,u,u
u,wl "i l
today!
First Transcontinental Tour of
goes to Santa Fe this evening
Albu was given over to work of the Womquerque Herald.
en's Foreign Missionary Society.
Lucas Zamora of Manzano, Torrance
county, is in the capital on federal jury
Why He Couldn't Be President.
duty. Mr. Zamora predicts big crops
Teacher, to a roomful of pupils:
in the Manzanbs this year and declares
"And Just think!
One of you may be
sheep and cattle are in excellent conpresident some day. All of you who
dition.
A. B. McGaffey. president of the would like to be president, pleaso
Santa Barbara Pole and Tie Company, rise."
All rose except little Willie.
is in the city from his home in Albu
"Well, Willie, what is the matter?
querque on legislative matters effectWouldn't you like to be president?"
lumber
in
the
Rio
the
ing
industry
stammered Willie,
Grande Valley. He is at the Palace.
Irvin Couse, the noted artist, and I
Dramatization by Eugene Pres-bur- y wife, arrived Thursday from New "Why not?" asked teacher, astonish
of Rex Beach's great
York, where he has been spending the ed.
"Because because I'm a
past winter. They at once moved into
story of the frontier
their residence on Canon street. Mr. crat," said Willie, bursting into tears.
Alaska.
Everybody's Magazine.
expects to start painting soon.
Complete Scenic Production, Couse
Taos Valley News.
full New York cast.
Senator
Hartt was a visitor
Direct from the long run at the at- his homeSquire
at Ranches over Sunday
New Amsterdam Theatre,
returning to his work Wednesday
Mrs. Hartt returned with the Senator
WITH
and will visit with friends and relaDoilies, Center Pieces,
tives in Santa Fe, during the balance
of the session of the legislature. Taos
as
Towels, Dresses,
Valley News.
W. D. Shea, of the Rio Grande rail
and Sets.
road, left the city this afternoon for
Estancia. He will return in a day or
two.
PRICES, 75c, $1.00 AND $1.50
A.
John Roberts, who some days ago re
Seats on Sale at Fischer's Drug Store
of Plaza.
Southeast
an
to
ceived
as
assistant
appointment
Tuesday, May 7th.
the United States consul at Chihuahua
Mexico, received orders yesterday afternoon to report at once to the consulate. Mr. Roberts left last evening
KAUNE
H.
CO. for his post.
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and
trimmed
large display
hats, patterns, shapes, etc
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Your Patronage Solicited
. B. LAUGHLIN,

N. M.

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. RaUroad Depot

ICE CREAM

jr'------- -
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!

FIRST-CLAS- S
:

HACK SERVICE- -

For Hire at Popular Prices Buggies and Saddle Horse.

i CORRiCK'S HACK LINEJ

:::

THEODORE C0RR1CK,

Phone Black 132.

Prop'r;
'
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PROFESSIONS CARDS.

oil Louis Rocky Mti
Pacific

EDWARD P. DAVIES,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Rooms
Capital City Bank Building,
Santa Fe, New Mexico
17-1- 8

RATON NEW MEXICO

GENERAL OFFICES
'
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EVERYTHING

APPL CAT ONS

For Fourteen Years. Restored
Many of Them, Large and
To Health by Lydia E. Pink-ham- 's
Small, Passed Upon by
Vegetable
Engineer Miller
Compound.

Elgin, 111. "After fourteen years of ROSWELL DRAINAGE PROJECT
in Me Distri t Court a Buffering everything from female com
weii as before ins Supreme Court o.
plaints, I am at last
restored to health. Bond Forfeited and Promptly
trie termor.
" I employed the
New Menu
L.a
Cruces,
San Juan
Paid

best doctors

and

by

MAY

7,

1912.

A BLOOD MEDICINE WITHOUT ALCOHOL.
it has been

RIGHTS

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.

Company

Railway

M.

County

Recently
definitly proven by experiments on animals that alcohol
lowers the germicidal power of the body and that alcohol paralyzes the white corpuscles of the blood and renders'hen usable to take up and destroy disease germs.
Disease germs cause the death of over
of the human race.
A blood medicine, made entirely without alcohol, which is a
pure glyceric extract of roots, such as Bloodroot, Queen's root, Golden Sccl root,
Mandrake and
Stone root, has been extensively-sol- d
by druggists for the
forty years as Dr.
Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery. The refreshing influencepast
of this extract is like
Nature s influence the blood is bathed in the tonio which gives life to the blood
the vital fires of the body burn brighter and their increased activity consumes the
tissue rubbish which has accumulated during the winter.
LJr. K. V. Fierce, the founder of the Invalids' Hotel and
Surgical Institute, and a physician of large experience and
practice, was the first to make up an Alterative Extract of
roots, without a particle of alcohol or narcotic.
"It is with the frreatest of pleasure, that I write to let you know of
the great benefit I received from
the use
medicines and
at home," writes Mrs. Wm. Heyes, ofof your
Ladysmith. B. C. "I suft
fcred for three
from
one-ha- lf

a runnim? sore. Consulted four doctors but
relief.
I

years
tney laileo to menu or

give
Finally was told I was in
to consult a specialist concernin my ear, that the
"S, tion and would have
"lu w cut out Detore the wound would heal. A kind friend
"
"y""
advised meto write to Dr. Pierce, which I did, and
after seven months'
use of the treatment the sore is healed, and I enjoy better health than

1

ever did. I dressed the wound with Dr. Pierce's
even went to tho
Salve
Proposition.
Ar
took the Golden Medical Discovery' and 'Pleasant Pellets' for and
my
M
9 46 TTTTT
if)
hospital for treati.v
"V
troubles. I shall always recommend your medicines.
and
Law
Councilor
a.
Attorney
28
7
iifi7'ni
L
V"
ment and was told
Ll
In
all
D.
Practice
Charles
Dr.
the
State
Court"
Pierce's
Pleasant
Miller,
Dlnnct
Mrs.
Pellets
Heyes.
Tit"
8 0?
regulate liver and bowels.
48
there was no help for has actedEngineer various
2 05
66
give's special attiinn to cass-Koeblr Junction. .... 8 50
upon
applications
But while takme.
68
8 20
Oolfai
before tiie Territorial Supreme Coun
in connection with permits to appro;i (13
76
8 02
Oerrososo
's
ing Lydia E.
to ATTACK ON WILL OF MRS.
3 30
82
7 46
Offica: Laughlin Bite. Santa F N. M
Lv
Ar
Cimarron
priate water, which are in brief as application was rejected for failure
3 30
5
00
Ar
Vegetable
am
Lv
Olmarron
MARY BAKER EDDY FAILS.
j
comply with rules and regulations.
S is
8tS
follows:
4 S2
Naah
I
began
Compound
3 48
4 42
88
CHAS. W. G. WARD,
Hftrlan
GerwatNo.
550.
of
Goff
Justus
for
551
No.
W.
I
Application
and
Black,
by
to
4 Oj
4
improve
25
UtD Park. N. M...Lv
M
Ar
Court of New Hampshire-HoldDistrict Attorney for Fourth Judicial continued its use until I was
made well. " ers of the Animas River to cover lach, pumping proposition from the Supreme
Gift to Church is
District.
pm
Pecos
Old
Eden proMrs. Henry Lbiseberg,743 Adams St what is known as the
River, approved, allowing ap"Valid Trust."
New
I'&a
Maxico
Vbgas,
Connects at Colfax wiih E. P. S. W. Ry. train North.
Kearneysville, W. Va. "I feel it my ject on the east side of the river, to plicant to use the water pending the (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
construction of the T. A. Ezell reser? Stage for Van Houten, N. M., meets trains at Preston, N. M.
to write and say what Lydia E. reclaim 23,000 acres rejected.
duty
Concord, N. H., May 7. The clause
D.
MOULTON
HARRY
and water of the will of Mrs.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has
Stage leaves Ute Park, N. M, for Elizabethtown, N. M., at 9 a. m., daily
No. 546, Lee Piatt, San Marcial, ap voir whose application
Mary Baker G.
of
baground
done for me. I suffered from female
trip; fifty pounds
except Sunday. Fare $2.00 one way, $3.50
for waters of Foster Draw, rights are prior and which would Eddy, founder of teh Christian Science
AMornav-at-Laplication
weakness and at times felt so miserable Luna
cover the Gerlach land 8 feet when ehurcn
gage carried free.
county. Irrigation of small
bequeathing the residue of her
C. & S. train leaves Des Moines, N. M., for the south at 11:11 p. m.; arI could hardly endure being on my feet
nlleu
at about 12,000,000 to
valued
estate,
Approved.
acreage.
N.
M.
Sanu Fe.
"After taking Lydia E. Pinkham's
rives from the south at 4:3S a. m.
No. 608. Molly A. Thornton, Oscu-- ! the First Church of Christ, Scientist of
by Rio Mimbres Irrigation
against
O.
G.
L.
Formerly
and
Agent,
Special
Vegetable Compound
following your
(1) Daily.
ro, small irrigation project approved, Boston, creates a "valid trust" in the
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty special directions, my trouble is gone. company. Protest overruled.
..
F. M. WILLIAMS,
e iv
(2) Daily except Sundays.
w xr o
bui"ci
A.
No. 597.
D. Luce,
CertiflB.
M.
No.
Questa.
May,
431,
Nogal.
to
fail
Words
thankfulness.
General Passenger Agent.
express my
(S)Euesdays, Thursday and Saturdays.
announced
The
today.
rlampshire,
Small
construction.
of
approved.
irrigation project,
I recommend your medicine to all my cate
McKEAN
Irrigating
CHEETHAM,
clause
holds
court
that
the
"residuary
A Good Proposition.
small project on Tortolito creek, ap
friends." Mrs. G. B. Whittington.
Attorneys-at-Lais not a gift to a church but a gift for
Practice in all the Courts and Be
The above are only two of the thou- proved, construction work described
No. 209. Extension of time on Maxpurposes, sustainable as a
religious
Small
in
fore the Interior Department.
conwhich
sands of grateful letters
are
application, being completed.
well Irrigated Land Company, approv- charitable trust."
Mexico.
was
New
n extension of time
Taos,
ed. This project is one of the most
stantly being received by the Pinkham project,
Medicine Company of Lynn.Mass., which granted on this same application in bona fide aim conservative
Indian Skeleton.
projects
Chas. R. Easlcy show clearly what great thinirs Lydia E. favor of applicant in which to apply in
Chas. F. Easley.
the state. Period for application
The skeleton of an Indian was
EASLEY & EASLFY.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound d ies the water to beneficial use.
to use extended,
construction work unearthed while grading part of Indian
for those who suffer from woman's ills.
Attorneys at Law.
No. 511. J. A. Miller of Roswell, having been completed,
and 6000 Point ranch, owned and operated by
ana
Uw
befori
court
Practice in
If yon want special advice write to small irrigation project for waters acres of land having been irrigated of George E. Mann of Fort Sumner, GuaLand Department
Lydia E. l'inkbam Medicine Co. (confof South Springs branch, tributary to
dalupe county. When found theskele-to.- i
idential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will the Rio Hondo. Application rejected. the total project.
Land grants and titles examined.
was in a sitting posture, with the
No.
376.
W.
W.
Colmor.
be
Conklin,
opened, read and answered by a
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office EtaB woman
A Unique Drainage Project.
For waters of Sweet water arroyo. knees drawn up and clasped by the
and
held
iu
confidence.
strict
AL
N.
cia,
No. U02. J. A. Miller, of Roswell, I rrigation of 300 acres, approved, pro- - cnes of tne bands. A bow and sev
the side
eral arrows were found
USE THE
calling for the development of waters test of Lake Chenette Irrigation Com-- j of the skeleton. An arrow by
H. L. ORTIZ,
DOMESTIC WOOL MARKET
a stone
with
overruled.
of
artesian pany
CONTINUES DULL AND NARROW. by drainage and turning
Attorney and 6ounseUor-at-Lahead was transfixed between the bor-pMiscellaneous.
and
the
Pecos
into
water
the
River,
court
before
all
the
it (By Special Lpmsco vnre to
Practicing
Mexican
r the neck, accounting for the In
of the same 25 miles
T. A. Lewis of Hope, change
of
!be Territory.
Boston, Mass., May 7. Transactions appropriation
dian's death.
acres
800
of
the
New Mexlcc in domestic wool continue along nar- blow for
Santa Fe
irrigation
p'.ace of use of water heretofore used
row lines and in small lots. Interest in Buffalo Valley. This application on the Penasco to other lands. ApMOTHER GRAY'S
MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS.
centers almost wholly in the new clip is approved provided that measuring proved.
SWEET POWDERS
on
different
be
the
devices
Public Stenographer
installed
Plans rnd specifications of the pow
and in the marked advance in prices
FOR CHILDREN,
and er dam of the Public Utilities ComSanta Fe, N. M.
in the west, where early clips sold at drainage ditches by applicant
AOertainRelief forFevcrtMhnes,
SHORTEST LINE TO
Rooms 11 and 12 Laughlin Block
II e a i! o p h et
18 cents.
Growers now are reported discharging into the Pecos. A reason- pany, Carlsbad, approved. Previous
Conntipation
Stomach Trouble,
Teething
Phone Red 162.
and Destroy
to be asking 19 cents for territory able amount for seepage and evapora- dam having been partially destroyed
Disonlern,
worms.
ppioini
2c eta.
Trade Mark. In 84 hours. ineynrfaK
At all Druggists,
stock. Some of last year's 'fine terri- tion to be deducted from this amount by large floods on the Pecos
iast rtnn't
arrpnt Kairmla mat lad FRF.K. AtldrMH.
HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVER- tory staple is selling in small lota at and allow applicant to pump
the fall.
L
A.
substitute.
OLMSTED.
S.
Roy. N.Y.
ny
TISE?
of
63 to 65c; medium territory fleeces balance out of the river at point
Tell your story to
are firm, 26 to 27 cents being quoted diversion.
for one quarter blood. Pulled wool is
2,000,000
Readers
No. 457. W. H. Bartlett, Vermejo
Twelve Dollars.
dull.
Park, waters of Vermejo river. CertiadvertiseWe will place your
TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT
ficate of construction granted, the
ment in 25 leading newspapers' SunAccused of Poisoning Sheep.
extension of old ditches to cover the
Deday issue, for $12 per insertion.
The trial of Al Hill came up before necessary construction for irrigation
NEW MLIXAN BUILDING OR UNION DEPOT
scriptive circular FREE.
Justice Current at Aztec, San Juan of new lands having been completed,
Rooms With Bath,
$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING county. Hill was arrested upon com- lincense to
appropriate granted for
AGENCY,
plaint of Charles Hancock and James the irrigation of 440 acres, which inTaos, New Mexico.
Taylor of Cedar Hill, charged with at- vestigation shows, have been irrigattempting to poison sheep. It is al- ed from the construction
system
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
leged that Hill placed saltpetre where above mentioned.
Dentist
the sheep of the complaining witBond Forfeited.
Over Spitz's Jewelry Store.
nesses grazed, with intent to kill
No. 59. C. W. Thuringer,
Aztec,
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
same. After hearing the testimony,
for waters of Animas River, approPhone Red 6.
is
Hotel.
Judge Current dismissed Hill, evidentpriation of water for 1.200 acres in
Office Hours 8a. m. to 5 p. m
ly not believing the evidence suffi- behalf of the Orchard
DisIrrigation
And by Appointment
$2.50
cient to convict in district court.
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
trict, extension of time granted. Conmade
was
siderable protest
one of
against
The West Point of the Southwest"
STANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
Jas. C. Dahlmann, serving his third the
Ranked by United States War Degranting of this extension of time,
Physician and Surgeon.
term as mayor, Omaha, Nebr., again
New
you will be
residents under the Orchard Com
Office and Residence
InstituWashingtoi
partment at "Distinguished
was. successful in receiving the over- by
Ave. nzxt door to Public Library.
pany, but in view of the priority of
tion." Army officers detailed by Wai
room
Proof
of the voters in the water
Annex,
Office lours 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. a whelming support
right and value of same to the
Department
election. He also successful- primary
bond
of
2
a
also
t
and
that
:ja.
p.
Academic
Evenings.
project,
course,
Through
preparrid himself of a bad case of kidney
Phone Black: 47.
was forfeited and the warrant of
ing young men for college or business
trouble
by the aid of Foley Kidney the
ha3
district therefor
life. Great amount of open air work.
irrigation
Pills, and writes: "I have taken Foley been filed in the office of the State
Healthiest location of any Military
M.
Kidney Pills and they have given me Treasurer for collection, same
was
School in the Union. Located in the
a great deal of relief so I cheerfully
DON
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
CASPAR
approved.
RESIDENCE,
recomm" d them." What Foley Kid
No. 624. J. A. Herzstein, Antonito,
of the West at an elevation of 3Vu(l
AVE
ney Pills have done for Mayor Dahl Colorado,
for water's of Primario
feet above sea level, sunshine every
mann they will do for any other per Creek. Taos county.
Phone, 220 Red
Irrigation of
day, but little rain or mow during the
son
rheubothered
with backache,
small project. Rejected.
season.
OFIFCE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
Til
matism, or any other form of kidney
No. 452. Mrs. Isabella L. Thomp
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
or bladder trouDle. Just try them
Phone, 237 Biack
all graduates from standard eastern
son, for waters of Stone Corral Draw,
for quick and permanent results.
Grant county. Rejected.
Ten buildings,
colleges.
OFFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M- throughly
For sale by all druggists.
No. 386. Madison & Stark, Alamo- furnished, heated, lighted and modern
to all respects.
for waters of Dog Canon
gordo,
New Mexican want aas always
Certificate
Small
project.
irrigation
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
tilings results
of construction granted, construction
W. G. HAMILTON. Vice Pres.
work having been completed.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer,
;
Henry Ferris, Hadar, Nebr., is the
Palace.
No. 179. Farmington Electric Light
W
.M.
ATKINSON, Secretary,
j
father of ten children and for the
A. B. McGaffey, Albuquerque.
of Farmington
& Power Company
and W. A. FINLEY.
30
used
has
years
past
Foley's Honey
George Albright, Albuquerque.
for waters of Animas River for power
For particulars and Illustrated
and Tar Compound with the best of
J. E. Sheridan, Silver City.
purposes. Extension of time granted
address:
F. S. Kumport, St. Louis.
results. He tells us: "I think Foley's
one fifth of the work being construc
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
W. G. Haydon, Las Vegas.
Honey and Tar Compound is the best
ted.
A.
I
W.
in
medicine
Denver.
Superintendent
world
the
for
Golden,
cough
No. 462. G. A. Richardson, Roswell,
D.
F.
McGowan, Albuquerque.
have used it for the past 20 years and
waters of Deep Lake for the irri
for
H. W. Clark, Las Vegas.
can recommend it to anyone needing
gation of several hundred acres of
Nothing like having your office up TIME TABLE ALL
W. Lenie, New York City.
medicine." For sale by all
a
cough
to date. The Glooe Wiornicke Filing
land, approved, evidence having been
C. H. Knight, New York City.
submitted that Deep Lake in question
and Sectional Unit book cases, not
LOCAL TRAINS druggists.
A. W. Pullen, Denver.
is considered a public water course,
only improve the looks f your office
Mrs. Clyde Walters, Las Cruces.
The following arc the time tables Words of Admonition By Noted Priest.
but will pay for themselves in the
and the waters thereof subject to ap
Montezuma.
Rev. Bernard Vaughn, the noted
time they sve you. Whw not be up if the local railroads:
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Miller, Valley propriation within the meaning of the
Catholic priest said at Denver yester Ranch.
to date? New Mexican Printing Comstatute as against the appropriation
oC percolating waters as set out in the
day:
"A. T. 4 8. f. Ry."
pany.
Miss E. E. Weber, Valley Ranch.
"If you are in society you are only
Leave
Charles Edwards, Wheeling, W. Va. Supreme cour decision of Vander8:10 a. in., to connect with No. i a visiting card (applause.)
All legal blanks are prepared acMrs. Marion Daniels, Wheeling, W. work vs. Hewes.
"If you are a politician, you are Va.
No. 611. J. F. Quintana, water of
cording to the Statutes of New Mex- westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
F. H. Montgomery, San Francisco.
Rio Medio, Taos county. Application
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 12.10 only a vote (applause.)
ico, new State form, for sale by the
are
a
"If
travel
you
you
only
ticket,
New Mexican Printing Company.
P. m.
M. C. Stewart, Carlsbad.
,
approved over protests inasmuch as
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 p. m. to and if you stop at the grandest hotel
E. N. Rich, City.
considerable
unappropriated water
WoitU you wear the sign, "I Am a Back Number?"
conect with No. 1 westbound and No. you are only a number (applause.)
Mrs. T. W. Hanna, Lamy.
was found to be available during the
build
not
does
"This
character.
up
2 eastbound.
Mrs. Walter Moore, MImbres.
winter season which could be apOf course not. Yet to fall short of your appearance in these
When you knock at the gate God will
DEMOCRATIC
W. J. Stehle, Albuquerque.
Returning arrive al Santa Fe 6 p. m.
propriated and stored, there being
You
for
character.
ask
your
you
William Butler, Farniington.
Leave Santa Fe at 6:20 p. m. to con
no other storage facilities by prior
for you may
days is equivalent to doing so.
nect with No. 7 westbound and No. i must get your character,
STATE
Harry Franklin, U. S. Forest Serv- applicants on the head waters of the
be rung up any moment.
ice.
eastbound.
stream- system. Use of water under
You will find the young man who is getting there Is, in
"There is a man who believes that
H. J. Egan, Trinidad.
Returnina arrive at Santa Fe at Denver water should be diluted with
this project deemed to be of benefit
CONVENTION
A. A. Fairchild, Trinidad.
8' 35 p. m.
rather than injury to the prior claim
most every case, well dressed.
stronger and he becomes a
A. R. A. Walker, Denver.
Le.ve Santa Fe at 8:56 p. m. to con something
ants lower down.
law unto himself and becomes a
C.
S.
Brown,
Albuquerque.
rect with No. 8 astbound and No. I' drunkard. It is a terrible
If you are looking upward on the ladder, let us commend
Sacramento Application Rejected.
thing to
Marcus Kelly, Albuquerque.
westbound.
Irri
203.
Sacramento
No.
find a young man built like an Adonis,
Valley
J. G. Magee, City.
May 14th, 1912.
clothes to your careful consideration
Returnirg, arrive at Santa Fe, 11:30 with wealth and position, unable to
these Goldman-Beckmgation Company, for waters of the
P. E. Carter, City.
P. m.
reOtero
resist this which will rob him of his
Sacramento
county,
river,
G.
Denver.
E.
Cooper,
One and one-thir- d
fare for the
the purchasing power of your dollar does fullest duty in any
Passengers fT me Bel en cut-of- f
health and his wealth and his posi
'
jected, repeated notices having been
J. Becker, Belen.
and Pecos Valley points should now tion, but It is worse when we see it
sent
the
to
the
company
requesting
round trip from all points
Belen.
Charles
Reinken,
selection you may make from therx
leave at 3:30 p. sa. Instead of 7:20 in women. I once saw a woman the
filing of plans and specifications
S. F. Floersheim, Springer.
as heretoior-- . Connection leaves Al- slave of this demon and she told me
in New Mexico,
not
of
same
application,
amendatory
W. R.
We have just received a few new fabric patterns.
t 7:55 r. ni. instead ot that If hell was open she would take JacoboHolly, Springer.
buquerque
being complied with after such notice,
Armijo, Albuquerque.
2:20 a. m.
her drink and take her chances!
Albuquerque.
Policarpio
Armijo,
D. & R. Q. By.
Coronado.
STENZEL ECZEMA LIPUIO
J. M. Hartley, Jr., Espanola.
Leaves 10:05 a. m. or nort
Ben White, Espanola.
Arrive 4:20 p. m. from north.
IS interested and should know
A clear white liquid for cleansln
Patricio Sanchez, Mora.
about the wonderful
New exvco Central Ry.
Manuel Martinez, Mora.
MARVEL Whirling Spray
purifying and healing skin and scalp
DATES OF SALE :
Leave 12:45 p. m., connects with No.
me new vaginal bynnga.
diseases.
Henry Bingo, Phoenix.
Best most convenient. It
t east and 1 south and west
S. Ortiz y Herrera, Denver.
Stops itching or burning instantly
cleanses Instantly.
May 11th to 14th.
.
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections
cures eczema permanent
Fidel Salazar, Chicago.
Ask your druggiltfcr ii
If he cannot suDDly
A few days after using the Liquid
Jeb Sparer, Gibson.
Return Limit, May 10th, 1912. from No. 3 tm.it.
MARVEL, accept no otber?1
J. Cranks vich, Gibson.
the disease begins to disappear.
but fend KUrnD for Illustrated
"SANTA FE ALL THE WAY."
New Mexican Want ads always book sealed. It efvesfull particu
m
Price 1. Sold In Santa Fe by Fiscn.
John Bendisellch, Brilliant
lars and directions i..valuableto ladies. VULHutnimm
brings results.
Liberato Vigil, Espanola.
. er Drug Co. and Zook's Pharmacy.
mmiL CO., 44 East 2M (trtM.Mra
... Knton, N.
.. . tiaton, N.
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Whether You Come to See or Buy.
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Goods are sold FOR CASH ONLY.
BARGAIN.

No
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ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS COMPANY.
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MURDER AND SUICIDE
INTERRUPTED LEGISLATURE

THE FORUM

lA

Arizona Law Makers Heard Shots in
Rotunda of Capitol Building.

MAY CROP REPORT IS
VERY UNFAVORABLE.

Permanent Cure For
Chronic Constipation

Estimated

60,000,000

Bushels

Winter Wheat Than

Less of

Last

Year.

FOR SALE Lot of smudge
pots
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) and oil. Address Geo. M.
Kinsell.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
7.
D.
The
Washington,
C, May
Phoenix, Ariz., May 7. Today's seswere confident of carrying practically
Although those may dispute it who salts or waters, hut operates gently, May crop report of the Department, of
Taft or Roosevelt?
$10.00 a day easily made by hustling
of without griping and without shock fo
thousands
of
in
sion
was
the
state
not
tried
have
1912.
it,
C,
yet
N.
solid
the
of
M.,
Santa
legislature
six
from
May
,
delegation
Fe,
Agriculture issued at 2:15 p. m. today agent. Write at once for full informathirty
tonic
ex- - the system.
propercontains
It
a
murder
suicide.
and
from
who
others
personal
by
speak
disclosed a decidedly unfavorable con- tion. Arizona Sales
Massachusetts. Their leaders in Bos- terrupted
Daily New Mexican:
Agency, Phoenix,
The lawmakers heard two shots in the perience, assert that there is a per- - ties that strengthen the stomach and dition. Winter
wheat, owing to the Arizona.
The campaign for the Republican ton passed tue word that the election rotunda
.
rnatii-inHn....
medhnu-in
Frt
mllKclns
nnri
th
cnnltnl
time
that
hnilrlirip'
...... UIUI1CI1L VUIC 1UI LlllWlU
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will
estiof
an
"
Roosevelt
.......D,
be
rigorous
would
WB"'l'"'"
winter,
any
produce
delegates
Presidential nomination has now prorunning from the legislative chambers: Some testify they were cured .for as icines of all kinds can be dispensed mated crop of about. 0,0i0,000 bushels
SOUTHWESTERN
ceeded far enough to give a convin- regarded as a defeat. In view of all found a man, who
Realty & Emas
relied
was
identified
is
nature
and
and
solely
with
again
less than that, of last year. More than ployment Agency, P. O.
little as fifty cents, years ago,
Roosevelt
Box 73 210
cing demonstration of the unpopula- the circumstances, the
over
the
who
body
Coffman,
Finley
bending
testify
of the area planted last fall W. Silver,
that the trouble never came back on on. Among the legions
N. Mex.
Albuquerque,
,
rity in the Republican States of the managers in Massachusetts were will- cf Malcolm Gillette, whom he had just
Lush-manwas abandoned owing to the sever1 Wanted 50
while others admit they took to these facts are Mr. Jas. A.
ing to concede that such was the si- shot and killed. Before
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!
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niion the farmer
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That We Want

Tomatoes,
j
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three reels.
Call No. 9 for auto livery.
The Story of Simpson's .Rest It is
told by W. C. Barnes of the forest
service, at present at Albuquerque, in
the Los Angeles Times for Sunday.

We Dislike To

But You Will Benefit More, Personally,

Asparagus,

IIP.

Knock Out Drops for your dandelions, to be had at GOEBELS.
LOST OR STRAYED A white pupDon't put off your spring houseclean-ing- . py. Reward for return to 309 Cathedral Place.
House Cleaning time and Nathan
Have it over before the warm, bright
the Big Store, has put on spe- Salmon,
to
here
lure
housewife
the
days are
ntal gdIo an fmnikncA lino nf mm '
away from tiresome household duties...linoleum and oil cloths. See his ad- '
ww nni'nilrWTmia
to the pleasures of "The good old
vertisement on page 8.
One tills the soil, the other soils the
summertime."
Home Cooking and Candy Sale The
till!
SEND YOUR CURTAINS,
RUGS, Ladies' Aid Society of St. John's M. E.
NAVAJO BLANKETS, AND EVERY- church will hold a home cooking and
THING in that line that you wish candy sale in the U. S. Bank and Trust
cleaned or renovated to", the SANTA Co. building Friday, May 10, from 9 a
FE ELECTRIC LAUNDRY AND LET m. to 2 p. m.
Be With the Crowd at the Ten Cent
US RELIEVE YOU OF THE HEAVIWilli Such a Disreputable
EST WORK OF HOUS EC LEANING. Store, 249 West San Francisco St.
Chamber of Commerce Meeting A
Character, But The FARMER SHINES WE GUARANTEE to return them to
you as good as new and can furnish meeting of the Chamber of Commerce
In Comparison!
TESTIMONIALS from patrons who will be held this evening ot 8 o'c'ock
We want all Farmers to know have tried our work and are delight- at the Palace of the Governors. All
members are urged to come out.
ed.
A great fairy tale in three reels,
OUR PRICES ARE.RIGHT,,from five
It's at the Elks'.
to ten cents a pound for NAVAJO Cinderella.
THEIR
CHOICE
With Our Model sanitary fountain
FAT STOCK,
BLANKETS.
we are prepared to serve you with frigHides and Tallow,
Schubert Concert The Schubert id soda drinks that are pure and deliconcert tomorrow evening at tne Elks' cious. Zook's.
We
Tools, Tools, Tools All kinds, all
theater will play to a full house.
The Market Price In Cash. Latest Styles in made to measure sizes, all qualities, but it always pays
garments for women. Inspect them at to buy the best and get the quality
what the Santa Fe Hardware and Supthe W. H. Goebel Co.
Have an Egg Drink at our fountain ply Company guarantee. See advera healthful, refreshing, cooling food tisement.
All Boxes of tne Santa Fe Electric
drink. Zook's Pharmacy.
No Meeting of City Council There Laundry brought Into the office will
Phone 92
will be no meeting of the city council be redeemed at 10c doz.
A
in California
Father Killed
young man named Converse came
down from Alamosa, Colorado, yesterday, on his way to Los Angeles, where
his father was killed in on automobile
accident on Sunday evening.
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for Rent
Rooms elegantly furnished and having all modern conveniences, including electric light, steam heat and
baths, in the First National Bank
building. Apply to F. M. .Tones.
Divorce Suit Filed A suit for divorce was filed in the district court this
Weisner
by
morning
Margaret
against her husband WilllanvF. Weis
!
I
ner, both of Chamita, Rio Arriba county. The plaintiff
alleges desertion
I
liSJ
III! H and
OLALITV and PR CF
Royal Neighbors Meet The re?u- 1 lar monthly business meeting of the
Royal Neighbors of America will be
held in the Fireman's Hall tonight.
1
SANTA FE HARDWARE AMD SUPPLY COMPANY
A social hour will be enjoyed afterward. All R. N. of A. in city cordially
:
8 invited.
Vmm Anil rhana In ana CinAfln
i3 tonight.
It's at the Elks. Don't
miss it.
Warranty Deed Recorded A warranty deed was recorded yesterday in
the office of M. A. Ortiz, county clerk
transferring the store building on
lower San Francisco known as tho
Hinkle property from John G. Schu-- ,
mann and wife to Frank Andrews,
Consideration nominal.
Warm Weather is coming. Cooking
by electricity is cheaper than coal.
Sparks can prove it. See him.

lit

A GREAT

f;

Mayor Lopez.

WEATHER FORECAST.
Denver, Colo., May 7. New
Mexico: Generally fair, except
local showers In north portion
tonight or Wednesday.

OF THE

Strawberries,

tonight on account of the illness of

J. ..INI,..

THE DISCOVERY

By Discovering

wwawwa

Phone 4.

j
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SPIT Z. I
.CI

Sj&te'
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FOR

HEADQUATERS

HAVE

VCU?w WATCH
C C( AIONALLY

CLEANI D

A WATCH
r dcr.r.
other
oil
any

ery

will run without

longer than
p:ecj of machinbut it needs both occasion-all- y.
f
t

n- -;

If you will consider that the rim of
the balance wheel travels over fifteen
miles a day, you will not grudce
your
watch a speck of oil and a cleaning
bnce a year. It will increase the
life and accuracy of your
your watcn with us

'EST
""""

w,ur

I

-

v :::

I

t.

f

E

II

Watches
and
Clocks.
" Time Pieces That Are

y.

I

OUR STOCK OF TOOLS

!l
II

THE JEWELER.

HIGH-GRAD-

TUESDAY,

Reliable."

'

Schubert

MAY

1912.
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The Taft
Enjoy majority of eighty-nine- .
committed has announced no figures.
Taft May Receive 4 of 16 Delegates.
Washington, D. C, May 7. Director
McKinley of President Taft's campaign in a; statement today on the
Maryland: primary results said: "Under the rules and regulations of the
f&Piiblicaa party, as announced
by
the" Republican National Committee,
President Taft is entitled to and will
receipts foufc of the sixteen votes from
Maryland ii; the National convention."
Mr. McKinley explained
that the
call of the Republican National Committee issued here last December, provided rules under which delegates
should be chosen, containing a clause
that'in no state shall an election be
so held as to prevent the delegates
fiom any congressional district and
their alternates being selected by the
Republican electors of that district,''
On the strength of this rule and in
get back.
Ball Game On next Saturday May view of returns from the first and
11th at 2:30 p. m. the University base fifth Maryland districts, Mr. McKinball club of Albuquerque will play the ley says four of Maryland's delegates
classy nine "of St. Michael's college. will give 90 to Taft.
Admission 3a cents. It goes without
saying that a close and exciting game OfclE KILLED TWO INJURED
r
IN RAILROAD WRECK!.
will be witnessed.
Both teams are in
the pink of condition and they will
certainly play ball from start to finish. Passenger Train Ran Into Freight
Probate Court Met The probate
Twenty Miles South of Raton
court met yesterday morning
with
Today.
Probate Judge Canuto Alarid on the
Leased
Wire to New Mexican)
The following business was
bench.
Raton-,- May 7. Albert Rouns-le- y
disposed rf: Will of Edward Miller,
was killed and Engineer .1. A.
deceased, filed. Faustlne Garcia appointed guardian of Pablo Garcia, a Carlyle and Fireman Miles were inminer. Letters of administration is- jured late yesterday when the south
sued to Brigido Barrerlas for the es- bound passenger train on the St. Louis,
tate of Estaben Barrerlas, deceased. Rocky Mountain & Pacific, collided
with a
train at Koehler, New
A story of the glass
slipper. Cinder- Mexico, freight miles south
of Raton.
twenty
ella. It's at the Elks' tonight.
Both engines were overturned and
Santa Fe People Appreciative That two
Santa Fe people are appreciative of were cars were derailed. No passengers
hurt. The freight was on a sidhigh grade music was shown by the
ing and the engine was
by
large advance sale of seats for the the
.engine of the passenger.
Schubert Symphony Club entertain
riding in the cab and was
ment. The program given by thenMs
not of the ordinary musical variety scalded f to death.
combining as it does a number of special numbers consisting of a ladies' AD WOLGAST VERSUS
WILL RICHIE SATURDAY.
quartette, mandolin and string music,
a
elocutionist
practiced
leading by
Special Leased Wire to New Mexlcnaj
and several numbers by that eminent (By
San Francisco, May 7. Ad Wolgast
violin virtuoso Thomas Valentine
l.
lightweight boxing champion, arrived
here today to prepare for his bout
with Willie Richie Saturday afternoon!
AND
ft
ROOSEVELT
Tom Jones, his manager, said the
CLARK WINNERS.
champion would keep busy in sport
but would fight no decision bouts befrom
(Continued
page one.)
fore meeting Joe Rivers in Los Angeles
July 4. Wolgast and Jones will
re' urns from Howard county receiyed Calif.,
hsave Saturday for St. Joseph, Mo.,
from separate sources by the three where
the first of these events will
Baltimore afternoon newspapers give take
,
place.
Roosevelt a majority varying from
eighty to eighty-ninFigures colFOR SALE A new Hammon Typelected independently by the Roosevelt writer with leather
traveling case. Incommittee give Colonel Roosevelf. a quire New Mexican.
Symphony

Club

an evening of solid enjoyment tomorrow night at the Elks' theater. The
Schubert Symphony Club and Ladies
Quartette presents a program 'of unusual merit combining as it does high
class musical numbers with sparkling
humor. Reserved seat sale at Fischers' drug store.
We Want you to try a coffee ice
cream soda or a coffee Sundae, most
delicious drink at our fountain. Zook's.
Bring the children to the Elks'tonight. See Cinderella in three reels.
Local
Showers ' Predicted
The
Weather Bureau predicts local showers for northern New Mexico which
means dust storms for southern
The maximum shade temperature yesterday was 65 degrees, the
minimum last night was 42 degrees.
The relative humidity was down to 11
per cent.
Ride in E, M. F. car and be sure!! to
.

'
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i

side-swipe- d

Rouns-le.yw-

...

Pur-cel-

Cut Flowers for All Occasions
AT THE

Clarendon Garden
Down Town Stand

at Eutt Bros.' Drug Store.

Phone Black 12.

OUR FIRST STATE SALE
U

,0.

I

C2

We have the Largest Line of Rags and Linoleum in the City to
be sold at the following Prices Dating this Sale:
i

$40.00 Velvet Rugs at $35.00
44
" 22.50
37.50
44
35.00
30.00

$27.00 Axminster
25.00
20.00

44

44

44

Inlaid Linolum at $1.50 Per Sq. Yd.

Floor Oil Cloth

CARPETS

A Big

at $22.50

44

44

20.00

44

44

17.50

Printed Linoleum at 75c. Per Sq. Yd.

Beautiful Patterns, at 50e. Per Yd.

Assortment of Wool and Velvet Carpets to be

P

Sold at Very Low Prices.

Home of Hart, Schaf fner & Marx Clothes.
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